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DEFENSE IS HELD
DOWN TO ISSUES

PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING.
JUNE 28, 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

DIVIDENDS WILL
BE DECLARED

May Not Include Isolated Incidents Not Pertinent

10 C1CNTS PER WEEil.

A WORLD BEFORE HIM.

BAPTISTS LEAVE_
MAYFIELD TODAY

PIP
I

BanksHold Semi-Annual Meetings TODIOITOW

Check Placed On Effort to Prove
Counter Conspiracy Against
Miners' Union.

Association Comes to End at
Morning Session

Statement of flanks to Be Issue
d on
Saturday or Monday Are Await
ed
With Interest.

THE HAYWOOD TRIAL PROCEEDS

.

Deride.; Finally to Meet
at Louisville
Church Instead of at
Ashland,

THE SMITH & StYYFT
COMPANY.

RESOLUTIONS
ARE
AIX)PTED.
Bette, Idaho, June 28.—When
Semi-annual dividends will be
"Big Bill" Easterly resumed
dethe
clared by the banks tomor
Wand in the Haywood trial today
row and
AtUnsettled with possibly occasional by
Mayfield, Ky., June 28.
many other corporations.
torney Darrow had the witness give light
(Special
The
showers tonight or Saturday.
—After amending the repor
earnings of the various compa
a recital of events in tbe Cripp
t of the
nies
le Highest temtm•rat ere . yesterday, 83;
committee on arrangements
and corporations have not
Creek destrict, which culminated
so as to
been main lowest today, 07.
mrke the next meeting of
terially affected by the sprin
the wholesale deportation of miner
the assog des.
ciation the last week in
pression and the tone of the
Witriese disclaimed all knowledge
June, 190e,
busin
ess
of
at
the Twenty-second and
world generally is optimistic.
the indicator wine disaster. Easte
LOVING CASE.
Walnut
On a
rly
street Baptist church in
said the only peraon he ever
capital stock of $88(,00.1), the banks
Houston, Va., June 28.—Ars
Louisville,
heard
instead of at Ashland,
will declare a semi-annual divid
filaments are being made today
advocate violence In lodge was
the General
end
a
Association of Kentucky
in the aggregate of over $41,0
In the case of Judge Loving for
stranger, who proved to be a detec
Baptists ad00.
journ
ed this morning.
the murder of Theodore Estes,
The First .N.%itional bank will
tive.
hold
the directors' meeting tomor
In which the unwritten law is
• Many resolutions were
Boise, Idaho, June 28.—A ruling
row and
adopted,
the usual 7 per cent will
being pleaded as a defense. The
one thanking Mayfield
made by Judge Wood while Edwar
be deheartily for
d
ease
clare
proba
d,
her hospitality. Nearly
Boyce, for years leader of the Westbly will go to the jury
The City National bank diall the deletonight or party tomorrow mornrectors will also meet tomorrow
gates left today, hurrying
ern Federation of Miners and now
and
to get home
—Donahev in Cleveland Plain
a
Dealer. „before Sunday, and
ing. A speedy verdict is expected.
a dividend of 6 per cent will be
wealthy mine owner of the Coeur
the Illinois Cenrecommended by its officers. The
tral
D'Ilenes was testifying in behalf of
treate
d tne aossai with marke
Citid
VARSITY RACES.
zens Savings bank will declare
courtesy, furnishing extra
Haywood, may materially limit the
a 5
coaches
New
London, Conn., June 28.
per cent dividend tomorrow. The
on all trains.
showing of the defense as to the
ex—Harvard defeated Yale in the
American-German
istence of a counter conspiracy
National bank
Dr. J. G. Bow, secretary
of the
freshmen eight boat race this
Probably will declare the usual
against Haywood add his associates
state board of missions, Was
4
mottl
granted
ing
by
a
length
per
.
cent
Harvard
which it alleges.
dividend in the directors'
a vacation.
led at the start In the varsity
meeting at 3 o'clock tomorrow
James H. Hawley, for the state obafterChicago, June 28.--- Abject
Beckham Praised.
four oared race., hut Yale by
sur- weelth or other .clainut for immuninoon. The' Globe Bank and
jected to the general question as to
Trust render to the demands of
tine rowing, won by fourteen
Judge Lan- ty." federal Judge Landi
company probably will repeat the
Gover
nor
the policy and practice of mine ownBeckham's appointmeftt
s informed
4 dis was offered by the Stand
lengths.
ard Oil Attorney Miller for the Stand
of Robert Bingham as
per cent dividend of last Janua
ers throughout the west in blacklistmayor of Louard Oil
ry. company, providing the
Atto
gover
rney
nment
compa
isvill
Arthur Y. Martin
The Paducah Banking company
ny today when the lawyer for
e met with acclaim, when
ing union miners, and in the arguwill would not seek to serve
it
subpo
FAMINE.
enas or the trust made an appeal to the
was read in the association,
hold its directors' meeting
ment that followed Darrow, for the
court
this after- force John D. Rockefeller and
during
Will Deliver Oration and Dr. a discu
New York, June 28.—New
other to have John D. Rockefeller
noon to declare the dividends. probssion
defense, claimed the same latitude in
of
the
temperate situaexcused
magnates to come into court.
York is facing midsummer ice
Trust from the necessity of being subpo
ably 3 per cent. The Mechanics and
proving the counter conspiracy that
G. W. Banks Will Make Ad- tion, and resolutions commendatory
eattorneys agree . to furnish the
famine. Inivers of the American
naed.
deof
Immun
his
ity was pleaded on the
Farmers Savings bank will decla
action were adopted unani
the state enjoyed in showing conspirre sired information and vouch for its
Ice company refused to work
ground of the oil king's age, great
dress on Pythianism
mously.
to2nig per cent.
acy.
authenticity.
day and tied op every -wagon of
wealth and
many business affairs
- The statements- of ths hanks are
No Proof of Counter Conspiracy.
The
report on temperance
"This court is no respector_
the c
which
pony. Two thousand
of that require his attention.
awaited with interest and will be
was taken up at a largely
Hawley contended the state had diout
Men are affected by the strike
attended
either tomorrow or Monday. In the
rectly shown the existence of a conmass
meeti
ng
last
night brought
called as the result of the refusINTERESTING ATTRACTIONS
face of a heavy increase in bank
spiracy by Orchard, and by so doing
forth the following facts:
al of the conipany to recognize
clearings, an increase over the statehad laid the foundation for and made
business agents of the ice wagUp to 1906, 58 counties were dry.
ment last January, is expected.
a connection of all evidence subseSince then 3.2 have been added, leavon drivers' union.
The Smith & Scott Tobacco comquently offered on the subject. , He
At the Knights of Pythias outin ing only 29 of the 119
g
counties, and
pany will hold its directors' meeting
said the defense was trying to show
at Owen's cave July Fourth the
TIDAL WAVE.
fal- 50 towns and cities open to the sale
Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock
a counter conspiracy by proving var
lowing patriotic program will be
to
Sydney, New South Waters,
ob- of liquor. The temperance forces
declare the dividend, probably 3%
!taus isolated istance€ and
served, the speakers having been
June 28.—News of a second
certain
se- have lost the fight in but two counper cent on the ^apital of $500.0.0.0.
Senora] conditions, none of which was
lected by the committee this morn- ties and seven cities
hurrieanc, aetompanied by treunder the Camconnected with the case and for none
ing, and Chancellor Commande
mendous tidal waves, which
r R. mack law. All the temperance legBegs on Street aod Begs 'Out Thousand
of which proper foundation pad been ,swept over the Caroline Island
PalmerU.
s Are on Hand and
islation has been
chosen to preside:
s,
upheld by the
laid.
was brought toda) by the GerMusic.
court of appeals. The 32
of Court. Then Begs Money , Messages
are Taken Subject Reading of Declaration of Inde- ['towel to the sale of liquor counties
In ruling the court accepted In part
man steamer Germ/ill°. Over
drove out
that the contention of the prosecuFrom Judge, Who Released to Delay
200 deaths are reported. The
nce.
230 saloons, from an area of 12,00
on Account of pende
0
tion and limited the proof of the destorm swept over many Wands
Music.
square miles, having a poptflation
of
Him on Promise to Leave
fense along this line to the events
of the group, devastating several
Oration—"Our National Holiday" more than 504,004) people.
Strike of Operators
Allowcompletely. The hurricane was
in Colorado and Coeur D'Alene's, con
--Arthur Y. Martin,
ing five square miles for each
town
nected with the case as now establish
followed by a tidal wave.
Music.
and city, 97 per cent of the state'
•
s
ed.
Address on Pythianism by Rev. G. area is under prohibition laws.
Association Net This Morning SAYS HE . IS GOING NOW. NtIoN SAY THEY
The
Royce was the principal
BLOODY RIOT.
WILL WIN OUT. W. Banks,, pastor of Trimble street entire Eleventh district, excepting
witness
‘
71neematl, June 28.—Four
and his testimony was chiefly devotM. E. church.
Middlesboro, is dry. As soon as the
a n d Decided on Time,Besideit
negroes were shot, two parbahly
ed to the history, purposes and work
Short speeches will also be made licenses expire in Bowling
Green,
fatally, by George Baker, a PullElecting Directors and Nam- Charles Collins, a cripple,
of the Western Federation. He denies
by other prominent citizens
and one may ride_ from Louisville to
has
Chica
men
go,
porter
June
,
fig.—The Western members of the (osier.
the existence of an "inner circle" or
at Louisville in a
justly won the distinction of
Nashsille or to Memphis on the
being Union Telegraph comp
Louing Committees
saloon here belay. Baker was
any issued orthat there had ever been a conspirthe Prince of Beggars. He
The meeting will close with the isville & Nashville railroad without
begge
d
ders today that all
kicked unconscious by partici.
acy in the organization te do an illemessages for singing of
himself in jail, then begged
passi
ng through an open town.
"America."
him If transmission
pants in the riot autd arrested.
be accepted subject to
gal act,
out, and after breaking a
The report eipeessed satisfaction
solem
After
the
concl
usion
ndefin
of
ite
the
delay
exer. Thousands of teleWould Arm Union Members.
with the temperance plank in the ReMATINEE RACES TO BE HELD. promise not, to return to Paducah,
g ms are piled up in the offices of cises an interesting program of atITS OWN SLEEPERS. -;
was rearrested and fined $30
The chief importance of Boyce's
publican platform gervi, the --premise's
and
tracti
ons
will
be
Waco
carrie
the ompany in this city and in New
, Tex., June 28.— The
d out.
costs. He was released after he
cross examination was the production
of the candidates for governor and
had York.
first sleeping ears owned by a
According to information ditaken Pollee
of a speech by him at a convention
United States senator on the Demo
Judge
D.
A.
Cross
Texes road arrived here and will
rect
from
the
Weste
rn Union offices
of the federation at Salt Lake, in
Paducah is assured of another through a second degree of begging,
cratic ticket.
be
put
in
commi
the
ssion
comp
any In Chicago is nearly 3,July I on
1898, in which he said every union
horse show this year. The directors and within a few hours after heleasMonte Missions.
the Texas Central. The road
400 messages behind. The New
should have a rifle club and every
of the Horse Show association" met ed, begged from the judge on
the
cancels its Pullman contract at
Many reports were introduced durmember a rifle, so that the federation
this morning and decided to hold the street and was for the third time ar- York office is 1,085 messages bethat (late and establishes its
ing the afternoon session yesterday
could march 25;()0 armed men in
show next September 24-28 inclu• rested for begging. This morning he hind. Many of the telegrams are said
own service.. It reduces the rate
and taken up for discussion at night
ranks of labor. Boyce would not agtee
.
sive. That will give five days of capped the climax by begging himself to be more than two days late.
for 'deeper% 25 per cent.
Dr. B. D. Gray. of Atlanta, made a
Several thousand members of the
into freedom again, and
with the accuracy of the quotation.
events and coupled
Police
with
matinee
splendid address on the subject of
but, saying the sentiment was correct
races planned for the same period, Judge Cress refused to let him even Order of 'Railway Telegraphers have
home mission, following the idtrothreatened to join the striking comST01:11111 N.
declared with spirit that *hen he
Claims
will make Paducah the center of at- thank the court.
aggregating
$39,0
00
St. re(4'rsb u rg June 28—Prespoke the words imputed to him he
"The best thing you can do," stat- mercial telegraphers unless the Har- against the E. Rehkopf Saddlery duction of the report on that subject.
traction to lovers of horses. The
The report calls for the raising of
riman ipteretee,rescind
mier Stolypin is preparing to inthe order company and E. Rehkopf
bad in mind the misconduct of the
entries In last year's horse show ed the court, "is to take my advice
will be $500,0110 in
that they- shall send commercial mes- heard
augurate it nen
the southern states, of
representative
and get out of town and say nothi
state troops in Colorado, the-use of
befor
wore numerous from
e Referee E. W. Bagby in
outeof-town
ng sages "franked"
which $30,000 is to come from Kenprogram even more aggressive
from San Francisco the bankruptcy court
troops elsewhere against the federaand they will be more numerous this whatever to me. I gave you hours to
tomor
row
and Oakland.
than his previews efforts to
tucky. The tide ot immigration
morning. Cecil Heed
tion and the constitutional right of
year. Committees were appointed leave town. I knew you had people
representing
As a result of the first week's fight the E. Rehko
turning southward, Dr. Grey said.
Mamie out the norolution in Ruspf Saddlery' company
all citizens to bear arms, which was
in the meeting this morning to, han- in the county who would gladly take
sia and bring the disorderly eI
gainst the telegraph companies in has presented
a claim for $26,000 necessitates provision to care for peas much the right of miner 'as an
dle the details of the show, such as care of you. They trrici me so, one
San Francisco tie %telegraphers' un- against Mr.
merits to submission.
Rehkopf personally, on culiar perils and responsibilities arisaristocrat.
fixing the prizes, selecting the judges, friend even wishing to pay your fine.
ion
declares it has effected a partial the grounds that he
ing from tle influx of a large nom
I
dhl
not wish to impose on him, and
exceeded the limhandling the crowds, grounds, arparalysis of transcontinental wire it of indeb
sTANDARD JURY.
tedness of the corporation her of foreign born citizens. He cited
MR. EARL BERRY SUCCUMBS
ranging the program and the various that is why I dismissed you the sec- busin
ess and has practically demote In that amount.
Findlay, 0., June 24.-7 The
ond time. You were on the street
The W. W. Mooney the case of New York, of whose popother features connected with
TO LINGERING ILLNESS.
the strated the strength
the first thing
ulation tee per cent are foreign born
foremen of the Sitandard Oil
of its organiza- company claims $9.000
after
being
on
released, and tion.
show. Directors for next year also
the
The union leaders say they grounds that he bough
even tried to 'mooch' from me
jury reported today to Judge
parentage.
t merchandise or of foreign
Boston.
Earl Berry, 44) years old, a promwere elected.
and have lost no men
from the ranks of in that amount. knowing
•
Philadelphia and other northern citjihincan, the jury is unable to
my wife on the Street."
that
inent merchant of Uniontown and a
the
the
strike
rs
and
that
ies
eigree
the
corpo
compa
oil
have
a verdict and asked to
ration was insolvent. Bradshaw
nies
the same situation to face
Collins, muttering .thanks as
brother of Attorney W. A. Berry and
he have so far been unable to hire strike & Bradshaw and
Wife Slayer Electrocuted.
he dewhatired. The jury, which
Campbell Flournoy in degree, and the southern Immigralimped towards the door.
J A Berry, of this city, died this
depart
breake
ed..
rs.,,,
(Nslumbus, 0., Juno
was dionrissed, stood Seven to
claim a fee of $5,000. The
28.—James He promised never to set foot
morning at 4 o'clock in an infirmary
three tion compels southern Christians to
insicie
Cornelius, the Canton wife murder- the city
elainis will bring more- lawyers into prepare to meet the situation.
live for conviction. The prosecu4I
Neill Returns.
limits again. If he does he
in Evansville, where he underwent
er, who was reprieved three times by will
Washington, D. C
tion will now proceed with five
June 28.— play in the court than have been toHe said one-third the wealth of
have to serve out the $30
an operation several weeks ago. He
other indictments; against the
Governor Harris, was eleetrocuted at
Commitetioner of Labor Neill has re- gether in several months.
the south is in the hands of the Bapas suffering from a complication of
Standard.
midnight. Cornelius killed his wife
turned to New York in connection
tists and nine-tenths of the religious
Iseasee. Besides two brothers here
Jacob B. Pollock, manager of Paon September 17, 1906, by crush
with the troubles of the telegraphers
force In the south is comprised of
ing ducah Jewelry Manuf
e leaves a brother at Uniontown and
acturing com- aux! their employes.
her skull With a window weight. She
FEUD BATTLE.
Baptists and Methodists.
pany has returned from a trip
Us in the west.
to
Mayking, Ky., June
had sued for a divorce.
terevitifr.
Ilaptimt Young People.
During a tight
between the
FIRST NAT'L. OF JACKSON
Bolt Hits Hooseveelt Pole.
The Rev. J. T. Watts; read a report
Meadow and 41.thorn factions,
SUES REHKOPle BUGGY CO.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., June 25 on the Baptist Young Peoplei Union
Je«he Meadow
,
was instantly
tning. shattered a presidential
which is to hold a convention at Lexkilled and Wilson (*born fatally
Brads
haw
Brads
&
haw,
repre
finer pole which stands lees than
sentington the last week in October. A
wounded. This is the first outing the First National batik of Jackfeet from the executive office
program of unusual meria ard imbreak.
son,
Tenn.
. have brou
Frankfort, Ky., Juno 28.( Special.) portance Is to be carried out.
re this afternoon. No one was in against
John
G. Rehkopf. persItafly, and the —The court of
red
The pole bore a huge banner
appeals today affirmEvangelism.
JAI'S T1'RN ED DOW N.
John G. Rehkopf Buggy company, ed the judgm
President Roosevelt when he was
Veteran in the art of extricating the
ent of the clerk circuit
Or. T. N. Compton delivered a
Ran Francisco, June 28.—Poboat, was in his hands when hr asking for a general attachment
cted president.
himself from
as to court In the damage Cane of Mrs. A. strong address
perilous situations fell and he
lice commbudonere have denied
on
the evangelist,
never let go of it. "If the John G. Rehkopf and a receiver for Areella Maret
John 'Jacobs, watchman on the
im against Jim Harglz. who, he said, was not inten
applications of tire Japanese for
Dick rope hadn't been there, II would have the buggy compa
ded to atny,
allegi
ng
Ed
a
fraud
Fowle
Calla
r
Mr. Hirschfield Better.
han
was
cool
and others. Mrs. Mar- tract a large crowd "with
when he found him- floated back
the privilege of renewing their
a monkey
to the wheel and climbed ulent eonveyance.
cum
half
in the river this morning at 6
got a verdict for $8,000 on the and a grind organ
Saintsel ,•Hirsehfleid. at Louispermits to keep intelligence ofout," he said. But this action was
." but to intelliThe suit Is said to cover $1,464.63 ground that the
o'eloek, from a blow by a
, father of Mr. Morris HirschItemises had caused gently instruct the people.
fices. and refused two applicants
falling made dangerous by the incomling to satisfy
He dea judgment.
door which knocked him off
, thie city, has recovered from a
the
death
of
her
husba
nd,
James Mar- flounced the nondescript. unauthorthe steamer Kentucky. Having been
for 'new oermitee on the ground
In
guards. He was working with
lytic stroke and is ab:e te be on
cum,
at
Jacks
on.
ized and independent evangelist "He
the similar 'situations before he was cool,
that the applicants are not citiNellie Otsming Up Slowly.
stern line when, RS he stooped down
streets again.
should not be a manipuletor, but
a fact that probable saved his life
zens of the United Staten.
a
Break
ing
to
chain
lift
It,
s
have made the ODD FELL
a door to the engine room Capta
----preacher" said In Compton,
in Pierson In the pilot house of work of raisin
OWS ELEA''TED
opening on the guards, fell forward
g the towboat Nellie
Mrs. Jennie EvItts.
the
OFFICERS LAST NIGHT
Fannie Wallace Was attracted by in Clark's
(kRAIN, MARKET.
The Rev. M. H. Smith, an evangeriver slow. The chains
on his back and precipitated him into
Jennie Evitts, 17 years old.
Jacob's shouts and seeing him
Ciarrhistati, June 28.—Wheat,
list, agog s.•enirg set to the
It have broken frequently and the
the river between the boat and a Cold
Wee Of
of Mr. Joha Evitts, died 'at her
boat
Me -Roy C. Judd was elected noble "My Old
the river without knowing that he was only
AR; corn, Sfli4;oat, 48 14.
Kentutky Home" Atter
raised a foot and a half this
barge. 'tampered as he wee by
In New tiherty; Ill., this moorn
grand, and Mr. E. 0 Mc.Kinney
bar held to a rope, Captain Plefann Was
morning. It is nearly to the paint
vice the first chorus a few voices joined
clothes, he managed to swim hack
of typhoid fever. The funeral
noble grand by Mangum lodge
to almost too quick to come to his
Mr le H. loving went to Kuttswa the rope,
of Odd him, until the final chores swelled
res- Where the water can be pumped
which he grabbed and held cue,
be held tomorrow at New Lib
out.
rello
ws last night. The
imperilling himself In his rapid When this Is
this morning to attend a directors' onto
Ingleelde tinder the Impulse of the
until pulled out. A register
done the cause of the lodge
united
will meet tonight and elect to voices
need' movements. lie threw a tope
meeting of the Kuttavra bank.
of the congregation, and by
to Ja- towboat's sudden sinking will
In numbering parcels taken aboir
be the same offices. These are
d cobs.
;
the only unanimous vote the song was
found.
adopted
!Aces to Ail at this tittle.
as t ehOfficial association song.

THREATENING

1117
11werimiCaramew-

Standard Oil Cornpany Surrenders K. OF. P. PROGRAM
For John D. Rockefeller's Sake FOR JULY FOURTH

BEGGAR PRINCE
TELEGRAMS PILE
IS CHAS. COLLINS
UP IN CHICAGO

HORSE SHOW DATE
SEPTEMBER 24-28

.L

REHKOPF CLAIMS
BEFORE REFEREE

Iammo.

Veteran in Art of Extricating
Himself is Mate John Jacobs

MRS. MARCUM GETS
$8,000 DAMAGES

••=•••=111.11.

l

' THE PADUCMCIA.EN

H OF WOMEN
n this nineteenth century to keep
up with the march of progress every
power of woman is strained to its
utmost, and the tax upon her physical system is far greater than ever.
In the good old-fashioned days of
our grandmothers few drugs were
used in medicines. They relied upon
roots azul herbs to cure weaknesses
and disease, and their knowledge of
roots and herbs was far greater
than that of women today.
It was in this study of roots and
herbs that Lydia E. Pinkham, of
Lynn, Mess., discovered and gave
to the women of the world a remedy
more potent and efficacious than
any combination of drugs.

ft.41:2S.C.E.FINK

Compound
Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable
of unquestionable therapeutic value.

an honest, tried and true remedy
This medicine made from native roots and herbs contains no narcotics
or other harmful drugs and today holds the record for the largest number
of actual cures of female diseases of any medicine the world has ever
known, and thousands of voluntary testimonials are on file in the
laboratory at Lynn, Mass., which testify to its wonderful value.
Mrs. C. E. Fink, of Carnegie, Pa., writes:-Dear Mrs. Piukham:- "I
wish every suffering woman would take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and write to you for advice! It has done me a world of good
and what it has accomplished for me I know it will do for others.'
When women are troubled with Irregularities, Displacements, Ulceration. Inflammation, Backache, Nervous Prostration, they should remember there is one tried and true remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
is

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. Out of her vast volume of experience she probably has the very knowledge that will help your case.

OM,

SVA:

QUAKER GRAFTERS I BASEBALL NEWS
MAY BE ARRESTED
National League.

H E
Chicago
0 4 2
.......
3 8 1
Pittsburg
Batteries--Brown and Kling; Liefield and Gibson.
•
R H
1 5 2
Brooklyn
.4 11 1
Plan Is On Foot to Curb Graft in Boston
Hatteriess-Stricklett and Gergen:
Fristeo By Appointing Civic
titer and Needham.
Auditor. _

Scandal of Capitol Frauds is
Arousing Sentiment

R H E
2 4 2
Cincinnati
1 9 1
OTHER CILARGES FOR SCHMITZ. St. Louis
Batteries-Coakley, Mason
and
McLean; ,Karger and Marshall.

FRIDAY.

Fourth of July Celebration
AINO

HORSE RAGES
At Fair Grounds, Mayfield, Ky.,',July 4=5=6,'07
Clivenriy the

WEST KENTUCKY FAIR ASSOCIATION
PROGRAM

First Day-duly 4.
Purse
R H E
1st Race-Trotting, 3 in 5,
Philadelphia
0 5 0
all....$150.00
2_ 9 ; mile heats, free fo •
New York
furlong
Batteries-Moren, Richie and Doo- 2d Race-Running, 4
100.00
dash, any age
in: Mathewson, Wiltse and Bower'341 Race-Pace, 3 in 5, mile
man.
150.00
heats, 2:30 class......
4th Race-Ostrich and horse
American laague.
100.00
2 in 3, 4 furlong heats
RH I
Detroit
4 14 4 5th Race-Running, 5 furlong
150.00
dash
5 9 0
Cleveland
Batteries--Killian and Schmidt; 6th Race-Merchant's Stake,
Plan to Curb Frisco Graft.
mile dash, free for all, runSan French
Cal., June 28.-It Joss and Clarke.
2-5' 041
ning
was announced today by Rudolph
Five to fill and three to start.
R
HE
Spreckles that he has almost perfectSecond Day-July 5.
7 14 1
ed a plan for a permanent safeguard St. Louis
let Race-Graves county, trot
Chicago
4
7
4
against the grafters and that he
Hatteries-Deneen and
Buelow;
hoped to put it in operation by the
'Walsh, Altrock, Sullivan and Mcfirst of the year. The plan conFarland.
templates the formation of a civic
auditing agency, which is to follow
R H E
every movement of the city govern1 5 2
ment and keep close watch on the of- Boston
0 4 ,1
ficials, from mayor down Spreckles Philadelphia
Batteries- Tannehill and Shaw;
said that he figured that the scheme
Louis yesterday afternoon at 6
could be.put into practice at an ex- Coombs, Dygert and Schreck.
o'clock with a fine trip, and4left for
pense of $100,000 a year and that
the Tennessee river at dark.
H E
it would .effect a saving to the taxThe Georgia Lee will be due from
15 20 5
payers of $3000,000 to $3,500,000. New York
Saturday afternoon on her
Washington
7 11 4 Cincinnati
Memphis. There is a large
way
to
Batteries- Chesbro and Kleinow;
May,, Be Other Charges.
of Paducah excursionists
party
Patten and Warner.
San Frtisco, June 28.-Judge
aboard.
liunne ca ed Mayor Schmitz for senCaptain Young Taylor, of the dry
tence, first inquiring whether it was
docks, has bought a thoroughbred
the purpose of the prosecution to
fast moving horse and will join the
press against him the other four exMatinee club.
•
tortion indictments returned by the
The Jim T. Duffy arrived this
grand jury. District Attorney Langriver
Cumberland
the
morning from
don declared the state had not made 1WKINNIE FACTORY FIRE WAS with ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie comSOME
CAUSE.
DUE
TO
OTHER
up its mind on this point and asked
pany,
for another week In which to consider
Evansville and way points business
It. Fairall, for the defense, insisted
was handled by the Joe Fowler on
upon an immediate reply so that he
time today.
could without further delay take an Electricity Is Not Considered An ExThe sudden fallingsln the river was
traordinarily Grave Hazard By
appeal to the higher court for a new
checked last night and a fall of only
Insurance
Companies.
trial. Dunne finally granted the de.5 was registered for the last 24
lay. This means that Schmitz must
hours. The stage this morning was
spend several more days in jail be19.3 and on the same date last year
fore applying to the higher court for
"I notice that the cause of the re- was 9.6.
bail upon the strength of the appeal cent fire at the alcKinnie Veneer and
Three hundred persons were handtaken.
Package company's factory is given led by the George Cowling on the 11
as due to defective wiring", said City o'clock trip yesterday from MetfopFire at City Power Plant.
Olectrical Inspectolr McPherson to- olio. They were mostly excursionists
,At 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon a day. "That is erroneous. What did from Du Quoin, Ill., Into Metropolis,
spark from the furnace set a lot of cause it I don't know. The wiring who wanted a fine boat trip.
straw and boxes afire in the city pow- was done there only a year ago, and,
The Steamer America will arrive
er house near Ninth on
Madison at the time it was carefully inspected today with 9 barges of ties for Joppa.
street. The boxes after being reliev- and passed upon by this office, and I A. G. Davis at the wheel.
ed of their contents, globes and hardly think that was the cause of
othbr supplies, were dumped in the tha blaze.
Civil Service Examinations.
boilerroom for fuel. Companies Nos.
"Defective wiring gets credit for
Authority for an examination for
1, 3 and 4 answered an alarm and causing a great many more fires than railway mall clerk in 27 states and
Put out the blaze without damage to it really is chargeable with," said territories has been issued by the U.
the building.
Manager Bieecker, of the traction S. Civil Service commission for Aucompany, commenting on the same gust 6
is probable that several
When your face is an advertise- fire. "At a recent convention of elec- applicants will be examined here.
ment of failures it's no use talking of trical peopi• not long ago statistics Other examinations authorized for
the glory of your faith.-Chicago were shown which gave evidence that this district follow: Immigrant inelectricity and electric
wires were spector (male), August 12; apprenTribune.
far less hazardous .than generally tice, mint and assay service, July
credited. Esen the mice and rat com- 29; repairman, July 24.
bination is chargeable
with
more
fires than electricity, and fire insurThe Evening Sun-loc, a week.
ance cotnpanies now, with the inspections with which they safeguard their
risks, don't consider electricity more
hazardous than a host of other
things."
Philadelphia
'
, June 28.-That it is
now time 'to make arretts in the capitol scandal is the opinion of ca-Attorney General Carson. He declared
today that the investigation has progressed to a point where it was due
to both sides that the matter be taken
before a court. He would not state,
however, who he thought should be
arrested.

JUNE

or pace, 3 in 5, mile heats,
any age
t5.00
2d Race--Running, 4 furlong
dash, free for all
100.00
3d Race-Ostrich vs, horse,
4 furlongs, 2 in 3
100.00
4th Race-Tobacco
Men's
Stake, 6 furlongs, free for
all, running
20000
5th Race-Pace, 3 in 5, mile
200:00
heats, free for all
Five to fill and three to start.
Third Day-July 6.
1st Race--Trotting, 3 in 5,
1'10.00
mile heats, 2:40 claim
2d Race-Running,5 furlongs 125.00
311 Race-Ostrich vs. horse,
100.00
4 furlong heats

4th Race-Pace, 3 in ,5, mile ,
heats, 2.40 class
1t54).04)
5th Race- Manufacturer's
Stake, free for all, jnile •
dash, running
250.00
Five to fill and three to start.
$1,000 in purses each day.
Official starter, timer and User.
Entries for all races during the
three days closes at 11 o'clock a. m.
on July 4, 1907.
5 per cent to enter and 5 per cent'
additional on
first
and second
moneys 7,5 and 25.
The Association reserves the right
to declare off any race 1.116: see fit
before same is run.

WEST KENTUCKY FAIR ASSOCIATION

• "YOU ARE LUCKY"

If you don't have a rainy day. Sickness, troubleyon can't tell just what will happen.
if you haven't any money what are you going to
do?
You won't miss a little out of each week's earnings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Open an ccount with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
cent. on deposits.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELEICTRICAL SUPPLIES
'Lwow •

House wiring, electric plants instilled:
Complete machine shop,
122434 N.Fourth St.

Phone& 787

American.German National Bank
Capital ......
••
Surplus and undivided profits... •••
Stockholders liability
Total
a
Total re11011Teep

,s_e„ of•

.$230,000.00
.
100,000.00
2110,000.00

tt eit-d1 t.•

INfire

........

•,•

•• 01

$955,453 2S

DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradwhaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. &
Whoknale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Itieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President..,,
T. J. ATKINS, Tk•e President.
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.

•••11

W. L. Hale, Secretary.
Rates on All Railroads One and One=third Fare.

NOT BAD WIRING

Easy to choose
the I. Ti C. with
which entinc you need, if you compare
so apparent that
are
engines
C.
H.
others. The merits oil.
this engine.
need
you
that
you
convince
will
an examination
to which
as
mind
your
in
doubt
any
remove
A test will
reliable,
simple,
engine is the best. It is the I. H. C. Safe,
be
glad to
will
economical. We, handle this engine and
demonstrate it to you.

POWELL.ROGERS CO.,
INCORPORATED

129 Northlrd. St.

Paducah, Ky

Mill.

Old Phone 1113

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN-TEN CENTS A WEEK

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.

STAR LAUNDRY
both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

CUREY.Tit's the

only one
proscribed by
doctors

All
Druggists

Price 1M21

For sale and guaranteed by

W. B. M'PHERSON

The following reduced rates
are announced:
Jamestown, Va.- Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach'
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
II) days.

St,

Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger's

POWDERS

t

Si

General agents gasoline launches. Boats for excursion parties,
bunting trips, etc. Lieensed operator.

HEAD-ACHE

•

os•''"

General Supplies and Repairs

DR. JAMES

River Stages.
Cairo
31.9 0.9
Chattanooga
7.0 !OA
Cincinnati
14.5 0.5
Evansville
14.6 1.5
Florence
4.4) 0.0
Johnsonville
6.4 0.0
Louisville
6.3
Mt. Carmel
7.8 0.6
Nashville
9.1 0.1
Pittsburg
6.1 0.7
St. Louis
24.5 0.2
Mt. Vernon
14.8 1.7
Paducah
19.3 0.4

e.3

"

Motor Boat Garage Company,

Saratoga Springs, N. Ir.Knights
Templar-7,926.20-July 2nd to 7th inclusive,
good returning until July 16,
with privilege of extension
until July 24, upon payment
of
41.00
extra.
Through
sleeper from Paducah to Buffalo, on train 104, 1:33 a. m.,
Saturday, July 6.
Philadelphia-B. P. 0. 2.$24.40, July 11th to 14th Inelusive, good returning until
July 23rd with privilege of
extension until
July
31st.
Through sleeper from Paducah, leaves on train 104, July
14th. 1;33 a. m.

For itiformation, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Art.eity Ticket ClIeft
R. M. PRATHER,'
.nt Union Depot

fall
st'd
fall
fall
st'd
std
fail
rise
rise
rise
rise
fall
fall

Slowly and majectically the...biggest
towboat in the world rounded the
bend In the Ohio river yesterday afternoon with 68 barges, at the up
per end of Owen's island. The
Sprague with that immense tow passed down for Mississippi river points.
The Joe Williams with another big
tow of empties, passed up last night
from the Missiseippl river for Pittsburg
Stanley Futtrell has been acting
second clerk on the Dick Fowler the
last two days. as Dick Willis has
been sick. The Dick Fowler left on
time with a good passenger trip that
morning and one pleasure party of
round trippers.
The Cumberland was lying at she
Pittsburg Coal compans's docks this
morning and will leave tomorrow for
Nashville after extensive repairs at
the ways.
The Kentucky arrived at 6 o'clock
this morning from the Tenneseee
river with a fine trip of lumber and
produce for Brockport. The Kentucky will leave SaturtAay evening
for the Tenneseee river.
Loaded down to the guards, • the
Donlon' leered for Nashville this
morning at 7 o'clock, having arrived
at 3 o'clock.
The Savannah arrived from Bt.

In countt es where beer is the national
beverage, there is practically no drunkenness, for beer contain a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values
The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual food
values.
The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage of alcohol to less than 3 1=3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and screngthening.

00'

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

I acted the
eld la the etre*
s the west
Palmer men, to
side of Fourth Street.
the Smith
men to take the east side to nominate
a permanent chairman of the conven•
tion.
Reaching the street the (row& of
"enthusiastic men were almost unCOMMENCING
controllable. Nothing but a
The Republican City Conven- would satisfy either side, and count
fully
four-fifths of the time of the convention Breaks all Records
tion was used in •this tedious action.
W. T. Miller had been nominated by
prank M. Fisher for chairman as a
Har
y and Enthumileon Marked the Smith man. Samuel T. Hubbard, a
Palaver man as all of that gentleNotable (lathed:1g of Paducah
man's acquaintances to a man were,
t Thiene.
was nominated by K. E. Bell.
The spirit of the party that demanded a clean ticket controlled the
convention in its actions. It was a
square deal given in the count and in
every other decision of the chair .W.
F. Paxton. 0, B. Starks, E. E. Bell
Portending the election In Novem- and Will Farley, counted the votes.
ber for municipal offices, th Repub-'
It was a settled program from the
liusy Every Day and Night
Man city sonvention held on South moment the count was finished.
Fourth street in tronot the city
Smith Nominated.
2:10 to 5:30 and 7:30 to 10:30
hall yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
Alderman Palmer, who is noted
revealed a state of the popular mind for doing the square and happy
favorable to a clean ticket,. more en- thing under ajl circumstances, made
lightened and vigorous than even the the speech
nominating James P.
Itssoublican leaders, sanguine of suc- Smith for mayor. His speech was
cess, had dared to hope. The spirit characteristic and pat the convenof the convention, as manifested in tion in thorough good humor and acthe attendance and the strong parti- eord.
san enthusiasm, indicated more than
"Esau sold his birthright for a
a -Republican movement. It indicated mess of pottage and Judas iseariot
that the controlling idea arising from betrayed his lord and master, and any
Paducah at this time, is for clean and colored man who sells his vote Is
efficient government, for nothing just as great a traitor," was one
short of such a popular interest, ringing sentiment that the crowd
would send 800 men, 1-50 of whom wildly cheered.
were Democrats, out into the broil"I nominate a young man of uniiIS sup, „there to shout themselves impeachable character and reputaoarteftir 'their favorites, and when tion for mayor, a man that every
their favorites were beaten, to raise inember of the Republican party in
$7,50,a,0.30. Since the sale
The Greet Nile Dam.
value one united shout of harmony and
conscientiously- supPaducah can
Sir William Garston has riscom- of lands aalready provided with pe- support.
port. and a man who would reflect
mended that the great dam at As- rennial Irrigation has increased by
In the nomination of James P. credit on any
ticket, James P.
soutins Egypt, be raised nearly 23 about $122,Z.V0,000, and this figure Smith for mayor the Democrats see Smith."
when
canals
now under construction a fight on their hands, which they
feet, whFh would more than double
Shouts for a speech from Mr.
the preterit water supply. The dam are cornpjaged, will be - Increased to had dreaded and whish
they had Smith were raised until that gentleapproximlnly
$140004)
,
.
004).
In
adtried
to
avert.
suppliet,
of
the
quarter
This
taelput
is net partisan man was brought to the convention
a
now
's-water which eventually will be need- dition to this •the cotton crop, which boasting, but a fact which the spirit from
his office. The Democrats
last
year
amounted to $140,000,0060, ot the Democratic leaders admit, for
ed in Egypt. With the proposed enpresent heard hint make a campaign
in serious conversation they indicate pledge that at the same time made
largement about 95(1,00.0 acres of has been assured.
their anxiety about November In a them thrill with approval and tremland would be brought under eultivadegree that means without exception ble it the thought of November.
Lion. The change wonld cost about
the hardest political fight Paducah
"When my term is finished, if
hoe ever seen. The spirit.of Paducah elected, I would rather that it be
demanding a clean and efficient gov- said that if it was right, James P.
ernment swelled above party lines In Smith stood for it, and if James P.
yesterday's convention, and it is a Smith stood for it, it was right, than
faet that that very idea has totted to have the most successful admim
complete embodiment in James P. istration in the history of Paducah."
Smith, against whom they have not
This expressed determination
to
found one single loop-hole for at- stand for the right regardless of conyou are going away on your vacation, or need a new suit for the
tack, that portends .a Republican vic- sequences won the convention's heart
F Fourth, let us
tory in November.
lest applause.
show you our great values in two piece suits--'Youth meets youth in the persons
Other Nominations.
Water
Proofed
Mohairs, Blue Serges, All Wool Fancy
of James P. Smith and Thomas B.
In rapid order the nominations for
Harrison, and
unbiased judgment
Grays, Checks, Over Plaids and Stripes—the lightest
says that taken on merits, the battle city clerk, city treasurer, assessor.
attorney
jailer
city
were
and
made.
possible weights in summer garments.
already is won for the Republican
Arthur Y. Martin for city attorney is
ticket in November.
another nomination distasteful to the
We have them at $10, $12.50, $15 and $20, and every suit is the
Greatest Convention.
And
It was the greatest Republican Democrats, because superior.
best value that you can buy anywhere at the price.
convention •ever held' In McCracken John J. Dorian, for treasurer, a foregone
conclusion,
with
LehnGeorge
county. A Denint.ratic convention as
enthusiastic
be
cannot
recalled. hard for clerk, and Harlan Griffith
Whatever may have been the har- for assessor, complete the circle of
We are showing everything shirt manufacturers offer in light weight,
mony over the minor nominations strength.
In the jailer's race George Anwith the exception of jailer, not uncool
shirts, and our offerings are just a little advance of others.
French Bevel Mirror Dressers $7.00 up.
til 240 men had been counted for drecht and J. M. Dunaway were
nomination
decide
and to
W. T. Miller for chairman, was it placed in
Neat
som tiltri urTitg
l ee laInttaeohredplia)ritsed.
These are but samples of our prices. We save you money
Those Soft soisette or mercerized
bosom
known who would be nominated for another count of the convention was
materials, soft attached Cuffs and
on every piece of furniture you buy. We have a complete stock
accomplished
necessary.
was
by
This
tached
cuffs
in
a
great
variety
of
pretty
collars,
patcream
color only.
mayor. S. T. Hubbard, the Palmer
terns.
division,
Andrecht
of all kinds of moderate and-low price furniture, as well as
showed
a
which
candidate for chairman, received 239
handsome furniture, but we have no great big store with a big
votes. The enthusiasm for eash can- to be the overwhelming choice, and
Splendid selections in exclusive
Kfl A little liner shirt of the Same
patterns and fabrics, in any style
didate
for mayor was unbounded, it was made unanimous.
i(t.fY material in white or cream color.
expense that must be added to the profit on furniture. Theremittees.
The
('
you
fancy.
Cool
and comfortable.
but strong as his nomination was, it
fore, we can easily save you.money on your furniture.
Chairman Miller read his appointwas not too radical to tvrevent comJust call around to see us next time you are down town, to
plete amalgamation for Smith
as ments on the committee on resoluTo give our employes a holiday our store
tions and nominations for aldermen
apparent
as
it
was
soon
that
he
was
compare our furniture and our prices.
school
Ot
counrilmen
and
trustees.'
the choice of the convention.
Called to meet in the police court the former committee W F. Paxton,
room of the city hall at 3 o'clock, be 1.ouis Bebout, Frank Boyd and G.
fore 2:30 o'closk that room did not Burks were appointed. On the latter
have standing room and twice the committee, Ed Miller, F. M. -Fisher,
number inside were in the hallways R. W. Williams, E. W. Ragby, George
were the state legislature with our home the country from the dissatisfied ele- points served by the road also *rib
Harvey and R. D. MacMillen
and out in the streets.
affalea.
ments.
tsi,rved by the Seuthern railway.. The
Dr. Frank Boyd, chairman of the appointed.
"We are for the strict enforcement
Reporting, the committee on nom,ea king of the revoluttons • he two roads•eve technIcat ecimpistitors,
executive committee, called for order
said:
and, as such, are barred tinder the
and accepted .the decision of the inations handed their report to the of the laws.
We favor non-partisan executive
"There Is absolutely no movement laws of Georgia from being under
crowd that the convention should be chairman and their selections were
deserving the name against the gov- single control,
the boards,
adopted without change.
In
"We favor above all else, a business ernment. Of couree, there must be
for eouncilman. Ben
First ward
Thomas could not accept nor could administration of municipal affairs dissatisfied people, but they are In
A Fortunate Texan.
C. C. Duvall, who was eubstituted, guided by a man capable, through such small majority that talk of a
Mr. E. W. Goucifoe, of 107 St
and the place will be filled by thia experience in business, of protecting revolution Is foolish."
Louis St., Dallas, Tex., says: "In
committee later. The nominations the real, substantial interests of Pathe ;Mgt year I have become acquaintA HAPPY MOTHER
ducah unhampered by pre-election
otherwise were:
ed with Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Will nen that her baby Is propert)
promises and the dictates of a party cared
Aldermen.
for—to do this a good purgative and no laxative I ever before tried
machine."--W. F. Paxton, L. L. Be- Is necessary. Many babies suffer from so effectually disposes of malaria
T. C. Leech.
worms and their mothers don't know
bout, E. E. Bell„ Frank Boyd, G, H. It.
Harry It. Hank.
and biliousness." They don't grin.)
If your baby Is feverish and tinfqIII
Burks.
sleep at
nights
it IS troubled with nor gripe. 25e at all druggists.
G. M. Oehlsghliteger, Jr.
worms. White's Cream Vertalfug• will
C. 11,
clean out
these
worms in a mile,
pleasant way. Once tried always used.
He ilred the Stick.
W. T. Niftier.
The Cat.
trial.
Olve
Price
it
a
Me.
"I have fired the walking-stick I've
Councilmen.
The eat believes that she can sing
gold by all druggists.
carried over 40 years, on Recount of
Al Young, Second ward.
Like bobolinks in June,
a sore that resisted every kin
of
C. L. Van Meter, Third ward.
Site Mills to this like anything,
Central of Georgia Sold.
•
treatment.
until
Bucklen's
I
tried
F. S. Johnston, •Fourth ward.
She hankers for a tune,
New York, June 28.--The $5,000.Arnica Salve: that has healed the
S. A. Hill, Fifth ward.
000 of (7entral of Georgia stock held The lyric Joys that In her throng,
sore and made me a happy man,"
Frank Mayer, Fifth weird.
by the reorganization ommittee of She takes them for the gift of song.
writes John Garrett, of North Mills,
W..L. Bower, Sixth ward.
the Richmond Terminal company
Guaranteed
N.
Piles,
C.
Burns,
for
%Moot Trustees.
since 1S96 has been void to Ookieigh I whet that she would put aside
etc., by all druggists, 25c.
W. M. Karnes, First ward.
This vanity from her;
Thorne and Marsden J, Perry. The
W. J. Hills, Second ward.
stock probably will be turned over to I whet she might be satisfied
H. 9. Wells, Third ward.
some other railroad interests, but
To purr, and only purr,
J. H. Garrison. Third ward,
who they are is a secret. The Cen- Seeking no operatic fame,
Dr. C. G. Warner, Fourth ward.
Of Chlnew RevolutIoninta, Rapt the tral of Georgia is regarded an the sole Quiet, domedic, void of
blame.
C. G. Kelly, Fourth ward.
Chinese Official in Mexico.
east and west trunk line in the south,
--Arthur Colton, In the
I. 0. Walker, Fifth ward.
althoush. generally speaking, the
Et erybOdy's.
J. C. Farley, Sixth ward.
Mexico City.
June
28 --Liang
Tile Platform.
ithun, Chinese charge d•affairee at
No woman's happlAttention was paid to the reading this capital, said In speaking of the
of the resolutions in the convention alleged revolution in the eonth of
and a thoughtful public will find ev- China, that American officers
who
oman
erything to endorse in the following: had left the army of the Cnited
is her nature to love
We. the ttnepublicans of Paducah. states in Manila had trained
the
and want them
in convention assembled, do hereby forces of the reform movement. This,
asmuch 50 55 it is
reaffirm our allegiance to the prin. he says, explained the statement that
to love the beaueiplea of the national Republican the rebels had an army equipped aftiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the
party and the platform adopted by ter the European fashion.
expoctant mother must pass,
the recent Republican state convenhowever,is so
Mr. ',fang states that when he
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MOVIM MURES

ILLUSTRATED SONGS

5c ADMISSION 5c
•
Vocalist, Miss Nannie
late of The Bostonians:.
Pianist, Miss Mary L.

t

FOURTH OF JULY AND VACATION SUITS
$10.00, $15.00 $20.00

I

Extension Table Like Cu

$11.50 Up

1.50
$ps,

S1100

$2.00 •

S

One Week Commencing Monday,June 24

MARIE R.OLFSON

Ps , , ,hs ocautn cbhe.ild., ,,.et,. i.,

w

.14e isRail

The most wonderful woman in the world. Unparalelled mystery. What
is this mighty power that has baffled the scientific world? Lifts ten
men; ten men can't lift her.

AMATEUR NIGHT FRIDAY.

3 BIG PRIZES 3

Amateprs phone Mr. Lane, care Craig Hotel, and he will help •
you arrange your act.
Matinee Saturday for isellea and Chillsen only

Ladles 10 cents, childen 5 cents.

tion.
"We heartily endorse the course of
President Roosevelt's administration
snd demand for his successor, a man
who will continue his policies.
"We are sincerely in favor of divore
Ing the schools from polities and will
eneourage legislation and administration detifgned to promote the interests of the public school system
in this matinee
•
"We are for 1 al pelf-government
and the least pose le Interference of

was representing his government in
Manila a couple of years ago, the report reached him that members of
the reform movement, the "Free
Masons," were employing American
officers whose terms of enlistment
had expired. or those who had Risen
discharged trom the army, taking
them to Chine, promising !hem commisliona In
the "Royal (lhinese
to be
army." This army ',roved
small bunches of Chinese gathered
together lit Out-of-the-way parts of

frasght with dread,'pain, suerri nit and
danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with
apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be
The use of MothEtr's Friend so prepares theeither painful or dangerons.
system for the coming event
that it is safely passed-without any
danger. This great and wonderful
remedy is always ap- m
plied externally, and
has carried thousands
Of women through the
trying crisis without suffering. .

th

er'
en

Send fau
.
r ft7t.sir:cids costatistiatt taderisatto
.
n et

fa

.Ctsa

The Inielleld Roprlater Cs., Atlanta, Ga.
.

.

Anneasso
their votes power to rig it all existing wrongs,
es P. Smith's noma but it will be taken. In other words,
regulation will be based on justice
animous.
mity was the result of and fair play, and not arbitrarily or
purpose. The Republicans unreasonable street corner gossip and
ISHINO
or •a cab were imbued with the pot-house gossip."
.
mum.Prominent. idea that they could win at the No- 4,fr. Bryan's censure of Gov.
vember election. So they "fent to the Truebes is, for the great Majority of
Z. PAXTON. General Manager.
Lunacy Inqueets.
convention in great numbers to plch Americans, a very strong comniersHelen Montgomery, Matilda Wa.4IllseKIPTItJA ittA I Ls
the best and most available candi- dation. From that quarter no man in- dell and Sarah Penn., colored, wets
at the postunice at Padiusah.
date.
the best men in the city vites attack or reproach, but one con- yesterday adjudged of unsound mind
My. as seoond class matter.
It doesn't make much difference what
were mentioned and then the prob- spicuous for the very qualities of and ordered sent to the asylum IT1
THE DAILY NUN
justice,
of diacernMent Hopkintrrilie. The Montgomery womstores say about thFir Men's Clothing, if
Carrier, p.,r week
.10 lem simmered down to the selection ysisdom and
west cud,
pall. per month. In advanes.. .21 of the most aval.abie. There was a and moderation, of fairness and firm- an was arrested in the
they can't prove to their patrons that what
Snail, per year. In advance....$2.10 difference of opinion as to the rela- ness, so justly admired by the people where she amused herself by a house
tive availability, all things consider- of this republis--Louisville Herald. to house visit, rattling doom
they say is true.
THE WEEKLY SUN
and
year, by mall, postage paie..$1.00 ed, of Mr. Smith and Aldermen Earl
frightening inmates after dark. The
Nothing makes a Man so disgusted as to
Palmer. The convention spoke, and
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
Penn woman has been at the counts
The
harmony
itself.
then
reasserted
poor
farm,
and
woman
is
the
Waddell
Phone 15S
Office, 115 South Third.
be sent on a fool's errand—to waste his time
will of the majority rules. Mr. James
crazy. This week five lunatics have
Payne & Young, Chicago end New P. Smith, one of the best men in
on
a wild goose iThase.
asylum,
been tried and ordered to the
York, repvesentatives.
the city for mayor, is also possessed
the others being J. H. Borders, of
If we weren't certain that our Clothing
THE SUN can be found at the follow- in a superior degree of that other nec- TALES
TO GRADUATES AT HOLY the county, and Mrs. Belle Gourley,
essary qualification under the cirbig places:
of
Salem
avenue.
was
better than other makes, you can make
CROSS COLLEGE.
cumstanees,
M. D. Clements em
c
•
gr
up
your mind to one thing---we'd never risk
Van Culla Bros.
And Alderman Earl Palmer. There
Marriage License.
Palmer House.
is some further honor in store for
J. W. Howell to Gertie Trice,
exciting
your llwill by saying so.
John Wilhelm's.
him; because no political party can Christian Manhood Subject of Ad- colored.
the
character,
acuafford to ignore
We'll say this, though, that we've got
dress By Great Catholic
men, spirit and eloquence displayed
In Pollee Court.
Prelate.
Suits
to sell at $10.00, $12.50, $15 00 and
by the presiding officer of the upper
H. Well & Son, charged with a
board of the general council at the
00
that you'll say, when you come to
$20
nuisance at the distillery in Tyler,
convention yesterday. His conduct at
was found guilty and fined $25 and
see them, that we didn't blow enough
the crucial stage ofsthe proceedings
FRIDAY, JUNE •_Oi.
Worcester, Mass., June 2'.—The costs in police court this morning.
marked him as one of the few men need of christian manhood was urged Bob Watterfleid, colored, for flourabout.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
possessed of an intuitive perception by Cardinal Gibbons on members of ishing a pistol in the Strickland resWe're interesting a great many Men
of the psychological moment and the graduating class of Holy Cross taurant, Tenth and Caldwell streets,
ability to think and act promptly college at the annual commencement was fined $50 and costs.
May, 1907.
these
days and we would be pleased to talk
and accurately. He stamped the con- exercises. The prelate said in part:
Other cases: Grant Dollar, drunk
sort
of
3995 ventipn with harmony, the
1
4118
16
the Clothes question with you.
"The greatest need of the time is and disorderly, $5 and costs; Boyd
3951
3991 harmony that wins victories. Alder- sturdy
17
men, endowed with the cour- Manley, colored, breach of peace,$25
3973 man Earl Palmer will be a hard man
3951
18
age of their convictions
We need and costs and $40 and costs and 20
3954 to beat the next time he makes a
4
3961
20
men who are controlled 'by conscience days in jail for carrying a pistol;
Paducah.
anything
in
6
for
3981
21
394 race
rather thartry expediency, who are Frank Watson, colored, for mali4048
it is a strong ticket from top to
3961
22
guid ed by
inciple rather than by ciously shinating Willie Jacobs, con8
4006
3943 'bottom nominated yesterday and ev23
popularity,
who
are influenced by a tinued; Sherley Williams, colored,ob3965 ery man on it should rally votes to
3954
•
24
spirit
of
pure
patriotism
rather than taining money by false pretenses,
3961 the support of the whole.
10..... ..3963
2
held to answer to the grand jury.
a desire for political preferment.
11
3985
27
3955
"Above
all,
we'
need
men
of
strong
13
3976
28
3940
Joe Folk favors for planks in the
Deeds Filed.
3935 Democratic platform the income and christian faith, who are prepared to
14
,,.3975
29
Cecil Reed, M. C., to C. A. Isbell,
30
3943 inheritance tax, government regula- uphold their religious convictions in
15
3982
property on Plunkett street, $350. ,
3943 tion of railroads and "recognition of the face of popular prejudice. In a
31Alma Griffith waiving right to
Total ...... .........
.107,232 government as an indissoluble union word, we need men of upright charM. E. Gilbert, was appointed
qualify,
acter,
Average for May, 1906
4001 of sovereign and independent states."
administrator of the estate of the
Average for May, 1907
3972 Joe favors "state rights" under fedFidelity to Duty True Test.
late W. Y. Griffith.
Personally appeared
before me, eral supervision, we infer. If the
"The true test of success lies in the
Ms June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- national Democratic party can get fulfillment of duty. If you are faithNEW TYPE OF WAR VESEL
OM/
eral manager of The Sun, who af- some literary hack to string a lot of ful at the post to which Providence
d
firms that the above statement of the words together in such a way, as to will assign you, no matter what that
elreu ation of The Sun for the month apparently adopt all the benefits de- post may be, you will be successful in Scout Cruiser Mester Marks a Departure in American Navy.
411PArk
"11111111111113316..
of May, 1907, is true to the best of rived from a free construction of thel life; you will merit the esteem of
his knowledge and belief.
constitution, and, at the same time, your fellow citizens; you will enjoy
PETER PLIRYEARs--- "view with alarm" any departure the testimony of a good conscience; 'Washington, June 28.—The scout
Vote for "Health Visitor."
Notary Public.
from a strict construction, it will and, above all, you will have the ap- cruiser, Chester, which is to be
Other leading physicians spoke
My commission expires January have a platform after tts own mind. proval of heaven,
launched at the Bath, Maine, iron
and the meeting, with acclaim, car22, 1908.
o
"Many a soldier who fearlessly works today, is one of a class of three
ried a resolution to establish a body
According to the St. Louis Postrushed to the cannon's mouth has vessels to be known as scout cruisers,
of
health visitors to co-operate with
breakfast
the
Dispatch, this was
Daily Thought.
quailed before the shafts of ridicule authorized by congress April ;7,
the medical health officers to spread
There is little to admire in the man whtch made Secretary Taft feel like ,and the shouts of popular prejudice. 1904. The cost of this vessel will
London, June 28.—A gathering of atable and to serve it daintily. Feed- information about food.
quitting: Cantaloupe, sirloin steak,
who despises the good.
The man who calmly fulfills a duty be $T,688.00}0. Its construction is great doctors under the presidency ing,
he said, was better than educas
The meeting to a great extent was
hard, boiled eggs, fried potatoes, dry
against public clamor displays greater entirely of a new type, as far as the of the lord mayor today urged upon tion.
He' deplored the disuse of oat- an apotheosis for whole meal bread.
toast and coffee. That sett:es the
concerned,
and
States
navy
is
United
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
courage than the captain who capa fashionably dressed audience at
canard about his physical incapacity
it will be the first in which English the Mansion house the advisability meal in England, asserting that a A gileat number of whole meal prepFor Governor—Augustus E. Willtures cities.
small plate or porridge was equal in arations were exhibited. Everybody
for the presidential race. A man, who
The
contract
turbines
will
be
used.
son, of Louisville.
of simple diet for the rich and poor. proteid value to two thick slices from loaded it with praise. Other foods
"If Plato gloried in claiming Greece
could eat that breakfast on a trip and
speed is twenty-four nots, and is exFor Lieutenant Governor—W. H
as the place of his birth, how much
So far as the rich are concerned, a four pound loaf.
live, has a constitution of iron.
boomed by learned speakers comceeded only by that of the torpedo
Cox, of Mason county.
more should you rejoice in being
the existing 214 different kinds of
prised lentils, cheap dipping, treacle
He
the
contended
the
rich
would
and
destroyers.
While
greatboats
For
Attorney
General—James
The commons again have voted for born and nurtured in a country so Speed is slightly less than that of soup and 53t0 ways of dressing a ly benefit their health by treating and herrings, the last being describBreathitt, of Christian county.
free
and
enlightened as the United
the limitation of the house of lords.
the English scouts, the difference is chicken were referred to scornfully, their viands more simply. The habit ed as splendidly nutritious. Meat
For Auditor—Prank P. Jetees, of
States of America. Here, thank God,
But the lords have a vote on it.
more than compensated for by the while in the case of the poor, their in private life seemed to favor Kick- was approved, but white bread reMercer county.
there is liberty without license, and
to maintain the high speed In unintentionally extravagant choice shales, he said, and added contempt- ceived few good words, while eggs
ability
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Farauthorit'a without despotism. Here
glitters
is
not
gold,"
"All
that
of the weather, and, of improper food was Illustrated by uously that the patent sauces now from an economic viewpoint were deall
conditions
ley, of McCracken county.
the government hold* over you the
showing that they sometimes spent 7 are only second in popularity to pat- clared extravagant as costing far
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben says the motto. But gold glitters and aegis of its protection without inter- having twice the coal capacity of the
of
more than they were worth
ent pills
English scouts, the radius of action is'pence for food, the equivalent
L. Bruner, of Breckenridge county. you'd better take no chances.
fering with the God-given and inwhich could be bought for 4 pence.
much
greater,
The
consequently
very
For Superintendent4tif Public Inalienable rights of private conscience.
Sir James Crichton-Browne, whose
length of the vessel over all is 423
If Vardaman has true religion, he
otruction—J. S. arabbe, of
Boyd
None Should Be Drones.
4 feet and 1 inch. Its breadth measure authority is great in almost e very
will withdraw from
the senatorial
county.
"No citizen of the United States 48 feet 6 inches, draft, fully loaded, branch of pathology and hygiene,
For Commissioner of Agriculture race in favor of John Sharp Williams.
should be a drone in the social hive. 19 feet 11
/
4 inches and displacement, maintained that wage earners spent
—N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
The Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Company (Incorporated)
No man should be an indifferent spec- fully loaded, 4,6,4a tons. The max- far too much for food.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
There is nothing dignified in a tator of social economic and politihas issued a statement of its business for the month of May, and the inNear
Starving
by
Own
of
the
Fault.
imum
indicated
horsepower
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
contemptible desire to see somebody cal problems which are presented to
Of the millions who 'verge on stare crease in the number of its subscribers is shown as follows:
main engines is estimated to be 1,6,For Legislature—George 0. Mc- else get in trouble, even if that deNumber subscribers May 1, 19.07
179,272
his consideration. And if every citi- 000. '
ation,
many are so because they do
Broom.
sire is the child of revenge. No espe- zen should take an interest in public
Number added during month,
3,843
not
Make
the
best
of
use
of
their
reMay or
James P. Smith cial benefit will accrue to us, if John affairs,
Number discoptinued,
3;028
surely, those who enjoy the
sources.
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin D. Rockefeller is compelled to testify
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Net Increase
815
advantages of a liberal education
It is necessary, he said, to educate
City Treasurer
John J. Dorian at that rebate hearing, but we're huEvery dose makes you teelbetter. Laz-Pes
should in a special manner have a
keeps your whole 'insides right. Sold on the the pooir to regard really cheap food,
City Clerk
George Lehnhard man, and we should like to draw
Total number subscribers May 31, 1907
171.0.87
deep concern for their country's money-back plan everywnere. Price 50 cents.
and to teach them how to make it palCity Jailer
George Andrecht John out, just to see if he is as good
moral and material welfare. ExerCity Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith as they say he is at the Chicago unicise the right of suffrage by giving
—Place your orders ror wecidi- g
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry
R. versity, or whether he will lie and
your influence only to candidates of invitations at home. The Sun
Is
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C. dodge and cavil and equivocate, just
clean
hands
and
unsullied reputa- showing as great an assortment as
H. Chamban, W. T. 'Miller.
as any of the rest of us would unyou will find anywhere, at prices
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E. der similar circumstances. Our curi- tion."
much lower than you will have to
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me- osity is not piqued about H. H. Rog"Do you approve of automobil- pay elsewhere.
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston; ers. He is truthful enough to acknowlFifth ward, S. A. Hill; Sixth ward, edge that he will not tell the truth lets?" "To some extent," answered
To set a child's face toward gladFrank Mayer; Seventh ward, W. L. except under compulsion, but we Miss Cayenne. "They enable one to
clean one's gloves with gasoline with- ness is to incline him to God.
Bower.
should like to know whether there is
School Trustees— First ward, W. M. anything false about John D., besides out exciting suspicion."— Washington Star.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills; his hair.
MAN IS A MACHINE
Third ward, H. S. Wells; Third
AND SHOULD RE KEPT
"Yon crowd is roolleg for Root."
ward, J.H. Garrison; Fourth ward, COURAGEOUS STATESMANSHIP.
PROPERLY ADJUSTED.
"And on other collection of roys"The human bop le a machine run
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly;
Governor Hughes, of New York, is
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth ward, a man of courage. Standing for the terers?"
by unseen forces &lied life, and that
"Knocking fOr Knox."—Washing- it may run harmoniously, it is necesJ. C. Farley and E.I Morris.
people, he refuses cOuntenance absosary that there be libeity of blood,
lutely and entirely to demagogy and ton Herald.
nerves and arteries from the generdemagogues. He believes in reforms
TRUE HARMONY.
It you have trouble, complaining ating point to destination."—Dr. A
• There is a peace that is death. that build up. not in theories which,
There is a harmony that Is apathy, reduced to practice, were sure to de- about it is a poor way to get sympa- T. Still.
the abject acquiescence of a disinter- stroy. The action of Gov. Hughes in thy.
We often nsk"What is Osteopathy?
refusing assent to the demagogic deested constituency.
How dotte it cure?
,
Then there is a harmony that is mand for railway spoliation is meetOsteopathy is a drugle,se system of
the underlying motive of apparent ing with general approval. The sane
medicine which seeks to secure in
contention, when men, moved by Democratic feeling of the state of
the human body structural normaiii
the same purpose, disagree over the Kentucky Is expressed by the Standof its parts, upon which their vitaliss
method and argue the point with ford Interior Journal: "Nineteen legand proper functioning depend. "Nam
UST to provide a little amusement for the warm
heat, until one establishes the supe- islatures have passed two-cent a
is a machine" as we have said, and
riority of his way. That kind of har- mile fare bills, but only one governor
depends, for health, upon the proper
d..iys, we have placed in our corner window' a
mony •reflects vitality and interest —atughes, of New York—had the
adjustment of all parts of the maand strength and will and enthusi- courage to veto one."
sheaf of wheat straws and, if you are lucky enough to
chine.
asm. That k:nd of harmony brings
The railways deserve fair treatThe Osteopath examines your hods
guess the number of straws the bundle contains, you
men to political conventions, mate ment. That they may have, at any
as a skilled mechanic does a machine
them cheer their sentiments and time, done injustice to individuals, to
that is out of order. With a detailed
will get a $7.50 Panama hat free. The contest started
makes them work together for suc- classes or even to the public at large,
knowledge of anatomy, a sense of
is no justification for wrong doing
cess at the polls,
this morning and closes July 9th at 6 p. m. The numtouch developed to a high degree, he
Whatever advantage is to be Rain- now to those corporations. The lawlocates the rnisadjustmenta and renumbers,
in
harmony
every
of pur- makers of
state should so act
ed in
ber of lc:rent-I you may have is only limited by the
moves it by scientific nounipulation.
pose, In unanimity of action, in wisely, justly and firmly with the
Most boy stop flying kites; when
Could anything be more reasonable
nuni'fier
of your purchases---a guess with each and
spontaniety and determination, rests railroads, that the latter shall feel they cut their
wisdom
teeth. 13ut or natural?
with the Republicans of Paducah that any deflection on their own part a few wiser ones
fly kites right
The great truhcess attending the
every purchase. Three prizes will be offer ed as follows:
this fall. Yesterday the party held the from the pathway of right dealing to along, with
wig-wagging tails of Osteopathic treatment is sufficient
greateit convention in the history of all citizens and communities shall rebrilliant hues. This mental kite evidence of its worth. It Is a new
local municipal politics. The workers ceive prompt and condign punishrepresents a life-dream, a piece of
force in science and grows in popuFirst Nearest Guess a $7.50 Panama Hat.
go forth encouraged, refreshed and ment. A prevailing opinion in the
REAL ESTATE
larity every day with the layman,
Invigorated, having tested their met- south is expressed by the ChattanooSecond Nearest Guess a $.5.00 Knox Hat.
of his own, on which to build his
If you suffer of any of the diseases
tle and loyalty, and found they both ga News:
home. Ours
is the Real Estate local to Paducah. you
will
fliel
"Mr. Bryan writes to disapprove of
ring true. The sentiment expressed
Third Nearest Guess a $3.00 Ludlow Hat.
office to point out the best ice.ationa Osteopathy the quickest and sureet
and manifested at yesterday's con- the act of Gov. Hughes, of New York,
In
rising
values.
bet
us
help
raise
cure.
Malaria,
chronic
headachee
in vetoing tile two-cent
vention was splendid.
passenger
liver and stomach and bowel trou
At least 644 voters participated In fare bill. If there is one thing *bout your kite in a lucky breeze.
THE PRIZE HATS ARE DISPLAYED IN WINC OW
hies, neryousnees, rheumatism, moth the convention. Nearly as many more which Mr. Bryan le clear it is that
ma, neuralgia, lumbago—any of
;Rowed their Interest by attending the railroads have no rights the pollthese 'ailments yield readily to the
assisting In the cheering. The tialane ought to respect.
Gov.
treatment. Phone me, 14.07, or call
mayor, Hughes, by forcing the pananfn of
lican candidate for
(
Real Estate and Rentals
at my office any time from 9 to. noor
P. Smith, received he solid the utilities law, rendered It abso‘,.M4._:' !4,t'll'.iJ.(1)_.
or 1:30 to 5 end I shall be pleased tc
the 644. That was within CI lutely unnecessary to go further In
' ''' RAVIOOWAr
1 u Aeeident, Health, Life and tel you what you con expect in your
number of votes received at the way of restraining legislation to"
Liability
particular
case.
Inenranee.
mary by the Democratic can- secure the people In their rights from
Established 1558.
Dr. (I. B. lAroage. 516, upstairs
t:int While the latter received the common carriers. The state cornBoth Phonon'127:
his party mission will be clothed wit ample
Drosidway.

IN THE COURTS

A FEW WORDS TO MEN

CARDINAL GIBBONS

dimes& I

The Clothing Store That Carries

THE UNION STORE CARD

323

BROADWAY

LEADER 323
BRAD WAY
,foRN/EILRI

DGENARd

Simple Viands Prescribed by Doctor
to Prolong Life of all Classes of People

..TELEPHONE GROWTH..

TRY YOUR LUCK
Can You Guess How Many Straws
There Are in the Sheaf Displayed
in Our Corner Window?

J

C. HOLLINS

,

I.

;.
bmeamner Dick
BIA)0Di
I..%1 %LE RifltRit
return. At Cairo they W
e
y
a party of Cairo people ited a de- *ills Teo and Wounds Thild
lightful entertainment was given at
fore Rifling a Howe'.
Use 'Halliday House in their honor.
On the trip to Cairo the party had a
Guaymas, Mexico, June !.-.-Upon his return home with his men
merry time dancing on the boat.
front a trip over his hacienda last
Charming Affair.
One of the most charming affairs
evening, Gregorie Robles, a wea:thy
Dance at Park.
of tho seasola was the masque fancy
A dance *WI Le given this evening haciendado, found the bodies of his
dress cotijlion given by Miss Garnett at the Wallaee park pavilion by the eefe and a maid servant lying on the'
in one of the rooms In pc:cls of
Buckner last night at the Wallace young society men coMplimentary
!Iting Ode In the city
park pavilion in honor of her guects the vi,
reitti their heeds „IreraLy
lflhing
cie -hed to pleree: by blow of an ae
of her house party: Miss Eliza Church
•
Clifton Richey returned
of Columbus, 0., MISS Anna Rhae
Monday and their bodies presenting women:ins
Conredde, of Williamstown, and alias from a ten days' visit to his aunt, wounds and contusions.
Going farther, the horrified father,
Margaret Suttole of Zaneeville, ey Mrs. Tenia Foster, at Harrisburg,
Mrs. W. V. Richey and daughters, discovered the daughter lying unconMisses Alberta and Juliet Doughty:
ot Atlanta, were expected guests, but Ethel and Mary Lee, returned home scious on the floor. With the greatest!
were detained, however, they are ex- Friday after a week's visit to Mrs. difficulty she was brought back to
pected
to arrive some time today. Richey's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ma- consciousness, and told Robles that al
On atiCount of the late Season due to the unseaSonable weather
maid who had been in the service of
The pavilion was prettily decorated thew Reak, at Elizabethtown,
and
o
dten
ha i the
a arrival of some of our import shipments, we have
Miss Lucille Harth left this morn- the family for years had committed
d heavier stock than we care to carry'and to dispose
for the occasion, and during the evethe murders and stolen .62,000.
of them at once we will place on sale on sale Monday some
ning dainty refreshments were served ing for Caseyville to visit.
two hundred pieces of fancy carpet patterns in cotton warp
Mr. J. F. Harth arrived this mornthe guests.
Over one hundred
Japanese Mattings which would be remarkably cheap
"Cuts Off" Too Much "Talk."
guests were present and all enjoyed ing from Philadelphia, Pa., where he
at the regular price of 25e,for
lu a drug store on Olive street is
a pleasant evening. A more delight- had been looking after his mining
per yard
5.
a telephone that is much used by the
ful night could not have been had, interests.
Mrs. Louise Turk and children, of women of the neighborhood. Some
as the weather was not too warm.
The costumes worn were appropriate Earle, Ark., are visiting /Mrs. Turk's of the young women use this telebrother, County Jailer James Eaker, phone for such lengthy conversations
for the occasion and it was a gay
Seventh and Clark streets.
with their sweethearts that it has beseene at the pavilion.
The Rev. W. T. Bolling went to come a nuisance and the two drug
liAltRIMAN BUTTED IS.
Brilliant in color?) and extravagant
Memphis yesterday.
clerks in the store devised a scheme
in design, the costumes worn in the
atliss Ella Hoffman, of Indianapo- to cut them short.
Got Arrested For Following Boat
en masque ball given by Mrs. James
lis, is visiting Mrs. H. S. Thixton, of
Races Against Rules.
Behind the prescription ease they
M. Buckner and Mies Garnett BuckClay street.
rigged an electrical "cut off" and by
ner in honor of their visitors, were
New London, Conn., June 28.-E.
Mr. John G. Miller, Sr., is at Stan- simply touching a button there the
by far the most ambitious ever seen
H. Harriman was arrested
fond, on a 'professional trip.
during
person at the telephone was cut off
the varsity boat races here by List. in Paducah. Among those present
Mr. Will R. Hendrick returned from the one at the other end of the
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
were:
last night from Birdsville and Smith- line.
---Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner Hillard, President Roosevelt's naval
After that, when a woman
In the receiving line were Mrs. land.
aide. Lieut. Billard, who was in
lite service.
talked too long into the telephone, the
James
Buckner,
Mrs.
D.
G.
Murrell,
Mr. J. 0. Grassham went to Bow- clerk in the front part of the store
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% charge of the revenue cutters, had
warned every boat owner not to fol- Mrs. J. G. Brooks, Mrs. Ben Weille ling Green yesterday where he will
Broadway. Phone 196.
would signal to the one out of sight
-Fine careatiens at 50c per doz- low the race. The big varsity strug- and Mrs. George Wallace. Miss Sut- enter a school of telegraphy.
behind the prescription ease and he
ton,
Marguerite;
Miss
Conrad,
queen
gle had scarcely started when Mr.
Prof. C. H. Shrieves left yesterday would operate the 'cut off" and
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
leave
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. Noon- Harriman in a powerful niotor boat, of hearts; Miss Church, peasant girl, oft the Georgia Lee for Cincinnati. the woman talking into a dead teleday luncheon for ladies and gentle- began to follow the shells. Lieut. Bie and Miss Garnett Buckner was Miss From Cincinnati he will go to Bos- phone. The signal agreed upon was
men. 25 cents. A la Carte bill of fare. lard and Chairman Schwepp, who Liberty. Refreshments of punch and ton by rail and will remain there un- the word "peppermint." The scheme
Among til the reopening of school.
--John Bulge •, of Paducah, was were aboard the regatta committee sandwiches were served.
works like this:
Mrs. Allie M. Ogilvie will leave
lined at Huntingdon, Tenn., $10 in committee boat, The Arrow, repeat- those present were: Misses Faith
A woman comes in and asks smiltwo separate cases, for carrying con- edly warned Mr. Harriman to stop Langstaff, Spanish dancer; Elsie Sunday for the Jamestown exposi- ingly:
"May I use your telephone a
cealed a ?lewdly weapon, and for gam- *engine and get out of the course. Hodge, Cinderella; Henri s Alcott, tion.
minute, please?"
Mee. Harriman not only paid no at- Elizabethan costume; Ethel Sights;
Mrs. M. 0. Toner, of Albion, Mich.,
ing.
"Certainly, just help yourself."
-dtfleired souvenir post-cards of tention to them, but took a position baby; Lueyette Soule, small girl; has gone to Tacoma, Mich., to visit
She calls up and begins talking.
Hod; her daughter, after spending five
the city. Something entirely new in right alongside of the referee's boat Lillian Hobson, Red Riding
Incorporate-I.
The clerk does not disturb her until
the line. Just arrived and are now on - and held it. Off the navy yard, Lieut. Rosebud • Hobson. Colonial Dame; months here with her son, Mr. Jap
the
"giggling"
period
arrives.
When
.Billard signalled for a launch and Mary Clark, Hopkinsville, Japanese Toner, of Jackson street.
sale at It. D. Clements &sCo. Mr. Blaine Kilgore is able to drive her conversation begins to be pune-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians, tooted the revenue cutter whistle, girl; Elizabeth Sebree, peasant girl;
tuied by explosive giggles the clerk
437 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new which caused Mr. Harriman finally to Louise Janes, Bo Peep; Clara Park, about, having so far recovered from
FOR RENT-One store room. 102
in front shouts to the one in the rear:
look around. "You are under arrest, Colonial Dame; Gertrude Scott, Jap- an operation for appendicitis.
Phone 3,51.
Broadway. Possession after July 6
there
"Ho,
Bert!
Is
any
pepprMrs, Harry Uhles, of South Fourth
-We give you better carriage and sir," shouted Lieut. Billard. "You anese girl; Mrs. Henry Rudy, nun;
Apply to George Langstaff, Phones
mint there?"
better service for the money iron will give yourself up to this man, Helen Powell and Mary Bacon, Smith street, is ill in -Riverside hospital.
26.
"The
bottle's
about
half
full,"
anwho
will
take
you
aboard
the
GresC.
H.
Shrieves,
of
the
science
deNell
Dakota;
Hendrick,
Japanese
is given by any transfer company in
MEN-Our Illustrated catalogue
of the
Paducah }Ugh swers Bert, and both of them grin
girl; Manie Cobb, bat; Sella Hatfield, partment
Air-3rie.a. Fine carriages for special ham to await my orders."
explains how we teach -barber trade in
as
Bert
pushes
the
button
that
disMr. Harriman saw no more of the Spanish dancer; Anita Keller, daisy; school, left yesterday on the steamer
Occasions on short notice; also elefew weeks, mailed free. Moler Barbnt livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co race, but was detained as any ordina- Frances Terrell, Robbie Loving Co- Georgia Lee for Cincinnati, and from connects the telephone. In a little
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
er College, St. Louis, Mo.
while
the
women
dig
overs
that
she
is
there
will
go
to
his
home
in
Boston
person
aboard
lonial
*
Dame;
Ethel
Morrow,
Evelyn
ry
the Gresham until
-Miss Rita, the 14-year-old daugh
LADIES Our catalogue explains
MITCHELLS
high-grade
for
bicycut
off
and
she
visit,
to
shouts:
r of Mrs. Joe Wagganer, of South the race was over, when Lieut. Bil- Walker, Anne Stripling, Ft. Worth,
how we teach hair-dressing, manicur"Hello! Hello! Can you hear me, eles, 326-328 South Third street.
Mrs. Grider Thornberry,432 Founerond street, fell yesterday near her lard went aboard the Gresham and Tex.; Frances Wallace, Eva Bauer,
FOR DRY WOOD, Old
Phone ing, facial massage, etc., in a few
girl;
Dorothy
Langstaff, tain avenue, left today for Maxon George? Hello! Hello! Hello!"
ome while running and broke her released Mr. Harriman, but ordered Italian
weeks, mailed free. Mo:er College, St.
2361.
Mills
to
visit
Then
she
calls
for
"Central,"
hits
relatives.
his
boat
fled
up
at
the
navy
yard.
hearts;
Florence
Loeb,
Sixteenth
cen,ft arm at the elbow. The fracture
Louis, Mo.
Mrs.
D.
M.
the
telephone
box,
calls
again,
bePatterson,
of
Mayfield,
incident
HarriFOR
The
may
cause
Mr.
heating
and
ring
stovewood
tury; Carrie Griffith and Judith Giv•as reduced by Dr. Bradley.
LOST-Scarf pin in dressing room,
ens, sailor girls; Mary Bolling, young Is visiting her daughter, Mrs. George comes angry, stamps her foot, puts 437 F. Levin. •
Daily man a fine of $500.
-City subscribers to the
Flournoy.
up the receiver with a bang and degirl; Mrs. Alanche Flournoy, girl;
un who wish the delivery of their
rWANTE457--A cook. 1131 South during initiation of the K. of C's
Miss 'Mary Overstreet is the guest mands:
Sunday, June 16. Liberal reward. RePhillippa Hughes, Colonial Dame;
Tenth street. Old 'phone 762.
apers stopped must notify our col- STAGE CARPteNaERS ARE
"What's the matter with this tele
turn to H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
Bringhurst. Messrs. of Mrs. C. W. Bosavell at Mayfleld.
eetors or make the requests direct
WORKING IN KENTUCKY Mrs. Edward
FOR
EARLY
breakfast
wood
old
Mrs. -Joseph Ezell attended
the phone?"
Bldg.
The Sun office. No attention will
Henry Cave, domino; Charles Kopf,
phone
2361.
"It gets out of order sometimes,"
be paid to such orders when given.
Col. M. J. Farnbaker has a force sailor: Captain W. L. Reed, sergeant; marriage of Miss Hallie Jean MoorCONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr.
BEST 25 cent meats in City at
man to Mr. William Stanfield
at answers the clerk, with a sober face
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
of carpenters at work in The Kentuc- Fred Gilliam, ballet girl; Zech Hayes
Frank
Hagerty have formed a partWhitehead's.
Mayfield.
-Post Dispatch.
nership to do all kinds of plastering,
-ANse announce te our patrons a ky theater preparing for his moving clown; Milton Wallerstein; clown;
Mrs. H. E. Sutherland has reFOR
SALE-Piano
cheap.
Apply
and the office will be at Weikel's
clearance sale of all trimmed sum- picture show. Colonel Farnbaker has Richard Scott and A. S. Hull. heaven- turned to Paducah after a vrsit to
to 123 Norte Sixth. Old phone 1751.
•
ohn Brooks, sailor; Louis
PANAMA EXPOSITION.
office, 126 South Fourth. Estimates
suer hats. commencing Saturday. Ask tiecured for his stage manager, Mr. ly twins; J
er
Daesy
Winfrey,
at
to see oter new preparation for tint- Morris Lydon, who has beeff opeie- GiCeble, captain; .1. G. Beeler. cusp- 'Mayfield.
NVANTED-Position by first-class cheerfully given at any time.
Representatives of Southern States stenographer. Phone 621.
ing and cleaning feathers. Mrs. Cha- ing the flies during the winter Sea- lain; Dr, I. B. Howell, Dr. J. G. GilMiss Helen Dillon, of St. Louis, reFOR SALE-HouSehold goods. mason.
Mr.
Lydon
have
charge
of
will
Discuss Matters at New Orleans
bert, clown; John °rale, clown: W111 turned to her home this morning afpin, 216 Broadway.
LARGE safe and show case for hogany bed-room suit, oak bed-room
-For the best and cheapest livery ail the effects, and many traps and Hedneberger, •Chinaman; Henry Hen- ter visiting Mr. and Mrs. 11, D.
sale cheap. Pollock 333 Broadway. suit, rocking chair, -bedding and matMacHarry Singleton,
New Orleans, Stine 28.-The holdrigs, ring 100, either phone. Cope- devices are being built to make the neberger, page.
Millen, 1616 Jefferson street.
FOR SWLE.-- Fine invalid chair. tings, druggets, and gas stove. Apply
effects
realistic.
exposition
to
corn
ing
of
the
southern
sailor; Will Rinkleff, Chinaman; Tom
land's stable. 419 Jefferson street.
Mr. H. E. Andrews has returned
ek Jefferson. Must be sold this
Rubber
eiree. 113 South Second.
memorate the completion
of the
Coburn, lieutenant; James Langstaff, from her visit to
--Have The Sun mailed to you or
week.
Oakland, Cal., acFOR RENT-Furnished room. ApPanama canal was discussed in a con
sailor; Sam Hughes, clown; Clay companied
any of your friends going away for
by her niece, Mrs. George
FURNISHED HOt SE tor rent. 4vention today, in which about 100) ply 414 Clark. Ole phone 1166.
Kidd, George Washington; Warren
the summer. The address will be
L. Fitz.
delegates represented six southern
Sights,
Salem
FOR RENT- Small house on Sa- 1 roomcottage completely furnished,
Indian chief;
Cope, the
changed as often as desired, and the
Misses Lelia and Estella King, of states. Most of .the delegates were lem avenue, Phone 433.
,stable, buggy shed, grape arbor. to37
hit of the evening, as Buster Brown;
rate is only 25c a month.
Guy Martin, Mexican matador; Jim Mt. Pleasant, Tenn., are visiting Mrs. from gulf states l and Arkansas, TenIllinois
-Will Cobb, a colored
WANTED-To buy a fresh milch !North Twelfth street. S. T. Randle;
!Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. bank, Old
McGinnis, cowboy; Lorenzo Emery, C..H. King, of South Seventh street. nessee and Kentucky.
Central brakeman, crushed his left
cow. Address F, care Sun.
Mr. J. T. Warden, of Greenvelle,
lphone 1116-a,
The name "World's Panama Exfoot at Blackford, and one toe was
Edward Cave, baseball players; EdFOR
RENTFive
rooms
with
all
t
amputated at the railroad hospital To Taxpayers:
ward Bringhurst, D. M. Flournoy, Texas, is visiting his sister, Mrs. A. position" was proposed and the loca- conveniences, cheap. at 320 North i
WANTED-Ten energetic
young
C. Elliott, of South Ninth street.
0-ov. Sixth. Phone 2174 or 13r.
this morning.
tion as New Orleans, in 1915..
'ladies in Paducah and two in each
You are hereby respectfully re- Charles Rieke, Gaston.
Mr.
Mike
Griffin
returned to Mur- Blanchard, of Louisiana, presided.
-Wedding invitations, announce- minded that the first half ef your
surrounding towns to take subscripSHORT ORDER lunchesa ape-- tion for the
ray this morning.
ments tel every cneracter of en- city tax is now due. This friendly noDelineator at $1.00 per
Trip To Cairo.
cialty at Page's restaurant, 119 South
Mr. Frank Hogwood and family
year. 40 cents commission paid on
The Booster Banner.
graved work is given callful, per- tice is intended to save you from
Mrs. James E. English was the
Third street.
each
subscription.
sonal attention at the Sun Job ofdce. forgetfulness, which might coat you host of a pleasure party to Cairo this and Mrs. I. B. Coombs and family
The Chattanooga News takes the
Any
girl can
FOR RENT- Third floor over spend an hour or so daily and make
-Jack Mills, a colored employe of 10 per cent. penalty.
morning on the steamer Dick Fowler. went to ,Altuo on theeN., C. & St. L. first opportunity to congratulate the
the Memphis Asphalt and Paving
Would earnestly request all who In the party were: Mrs. W. P. Ross, road this nierning to spend the day Nashville Banner on its "Booster Frank Julet's barber shop, 117 N. 4th I $3 or $4 a day among her friends.
Apply by letter or person to L. B.
company had two fingers on his right can conveniently do so, to call at the of Madisonville; Mrs. Ella Rash, of in the woods.
Edition," issued Saturday. It was a St. Apply F. M. Fletter,'Post Office,
Mr. Z. C. Graham went to Murray great newspaper, an honor to NashFOR RENT-Flat tilt
band crushed nearly off this morn- city treasurer's office soon as possible Owensboro; Mrs. Fred Rudy, Min
Madleon Ogilvie & Co.
ing, while piecing the heavy stone and thus avoid the crowd that usu- Annie Mae Yeiser and Mrs. J. E. this morning.
ville and a credit to the south. Nash- street, also one furnished room at
Mr. Richard Hermann, of 433 ville was presented to us in all of its 335 North Sixth street.
curbing along First street. Dr. J. D. ally throng the office on the last few English and son.
ORGANIZE STOCK CO.
South Second street, is seriously ill commercial and educational glory,
Robertson attended him.
Cays. Ten per cent. is added to all
TO MANAGE KENTUCKY
FOR RENT-Nice five room cotof Kidney trouble.
.-Gus Jones, 13 years old, colored, unpaid June bills, after July 1. Call
Jolly Party to Cairo.
and a close examination of all the tage, furnished, 1114 Jefferson, fort
Miss Catherine Fuka, of Clarks- pages of the edition will make every the summer months. Both phones 59.1
was arrested at noon by Patrolmen early and greatly oblige.
Artirles of Incorporation of "Car
In honor of Miss Hazel MoCandney & Goodman" were filed today in
Sanders and Orr for striking the tenYours very truly,
less, of Memphis, Who is the guest rifle, Tenn., is visiting Miss Pearl loyal Tenneeseean prouder than ever
FOR SALE-Fine mare eight years
JOHN J. DORIAN,
year-old son of 'Mr. William Stanof Mrs. Percy Paxton, 1622 Jefferson Rice, of Seventh aneCiark.
of the capital city of the state The old, city broke. S. T. Randle, Room county court. The incorporators are
Miss Lucille ,Harth went to Casey- Banner did itself proud with the ediGeorge H. Goodman, of Paducah. 10
City 'Preaeurer.
fordeof Sixth and Ohio streets, in the
street, a party went to Cairo yester3 Auter.-Gar. Nat. bank.
ville this morning to visit.
•
shares; Matt J. Cameo Chicago, 7
bead with a rock.
tion, and the makers of that newsFOR SALE-Typewriter, Smith shares, and Charles Carney, of PaduMr. and Mrs. Maurice Nash arrived
THE LOST WATCH. (>1 1.
paper are entitled to the warmest Premier, good
condition, $55. S. T. cah, 3 shares. The capital stock is
this morning from Memphis to visit congratulations.
Randle,Room 3 Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank divided into 20 shares of $50 each.
their parents.
A prominent feature of the edition
FOR THE BEST sandwichest,ehile The board of directors is composed
Mrs. W. P. Hughes left for her
was a picture of Maj. Stahlman and
home in Morganfleld today after visand hot tamales, call at 111 1-2 of the three incorporators, and the
his million-dollar sky-v•raper. Maj
iting her son Mr. D. .H. Hughes of
South Third street.
officers are Matt J. Carney, president;
,Stehiman owns the Banner, and the
Broadway.
ter
WANTED- House girl (white)',.Charles Carney, vice-presideot, and
;sky-scraper is a by-product of the
Mrs. David L. Van Galin will leave
George H. Goodman, secretary and
newspaper, It is an eloquent and good wages; good home to right
Monday for Louisville to visit,
treasurer. The purpose of the corpomonument to both Maj. party. Ring 913-a.
splendid
Mrs. Louisa Turk, of Earle. Ark.,
ration is to lease theaters and to carWANTED----Help
to
newspaper
enterwork
his
in dairy.
i. visiting her brothers, Messrs, Ed Stahiman and
ry on a general theatrical business.
prise. The Banner has been wonder- Apply C. M. Black, Tyler, Ky. Old 'Messrs. Matt Carney
James, Frank and Lee Baker.
and
George
phone 2,4'50.
•Plieseeremanoinftw..
W. E. Wall, editor of the Mayfield fully successful, and its growth is a
Goodman are leases of The Kentucky
41111104)
)
,,
..W.Perir
Chattathe
pleasure
to
matter
of
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also theater.
Monitor, is in the city.
One of the best things we have In
box stalls for rent. Bunk
tter, 215
David Yeiser, Jr.. son of Mayor D. nooga News.--Chattanooga News.
toilet supplies is a line of Nall
South Third street.
A. Yeiser went to Cincinnati to join
"What is your opinion of disarBrushes or hand scrubs, made by
Docroit OF CIVIL LAWS.
his uncle Henry Yeiser and a party
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed Alt mament?" The diplomat paused to
the Imperial Brush factory, Japan.
-on a slimmer trip to Thousand iswork guaranteed. Solomon, The Tail- reflect. "I favor it," he said at lase,
They are made from the finest selands, where his uncle has a summe? First Degree Conferred Upon a or, 113 South Third street. Phone exreettng, of course, for may own nalected bristles, prepared by JapaWoman By Univetaity of South.
home.
tion.".-Philadelphia Ledger.
1016-a.
nese workmen with the skill for
The condition of Patrolman Sam
CIGAR salesman wanted in your
which they are famous, and would
Sewanee, Tenn., June 28.- The
Howell today is reported no better.
degree of doctor of civil laws swag territory. Experience
t you 50C to 75c in any drug Store.
unnecessary.
$44 per week. Peerless Cigar Co., Toe are able to tell them for 2.5o,
FINDS POSER IN SCOTCH WHISKY conferred on Miss Laura Drake (P11,
president of Bernard College, New ledo, Ohio.
owever, because the quantity
HARNESS, saddles and
repair.
Wants
to
ich we buy would last the ordiKnow It York, by the ,University of the south
Pare Food Board
today. This is the first time in his- Don't forget Paducah Harness and
It Must Always Be Scotch.
druggist about ten years.
tory that so high a degree has, been Saddle Co., 304 Kentucky avenue.
leg large quantitiesdfreet from
conferred on a woman,
New phone 546.
whisCan
Washington,
June
28.importer enables Us to make
ky be Scotch whisky if made outside
-FOR RENT-Four rooms, all conat
Plumbers Elect Officerw,
The Owls meet tonight at their
of Scotland? This question must he
veniences, over my store. Solomon,
naLouisville,
Ky.,
June
28.-The
hall, 118 South Third street.
food board, The
by
the
pure
solved
The
Tailor,
113
South
Third,
Phone
be
highest court in Great Britain is di- tional association of master plumb- 1016-a,
."‘. Y04IL
H. r. ELLERBROOK,
1111.114,pet
vided hopelessly on the question. The ers today elected the following OffiSTRAYED OR STOl.EN----&oteh
Si eretary.
A. I3tl,. New
t time you want one oompare
case was first tried in the London cers: President, T
collie pup three months old. Anvice
president,
York;
W.
II.‘Haleoey.
with what your druggist offers
that
s
police court, which held
Scotch
swers to name "Lady." Reward if
whisky must he made in Scotland to Milwaukee, treasurer, Wm. MoCoach
1$ you do that, we'll make a
returned to C. H. Blaney, 526 Clay
he genuine. An appeal was taken to Philadelphia (re-elected); secretary,
street,
the court of general seesions, but T. C, Cochran, Jr., New York.
JAYES DUFFY hag removed his
Boston was, selected as the place
Office 24t$ 1-9 Itroadwa
that body split and the Case has been
for the 1908 convention, after a tailor shop to 121 South Ninth street
P.t1DUC.t11, KY.
referred to another-court.
warm contest, winning by a narrow near Broadway, where he would be
Telephones: Office 330:
pleased to see his customers Clean- 987.
An attack of lovesirkness La al- margin over Oklahoma City. '
I.
ing and pre/wing neatly done. Old
3 9 BROADWAY
Office Heurs• 8 to 9 a. m
WaYS worse if the victim is a bashful
phone 40-a.
Use Sun want ads. tor restutx.
Maa.
p. .m; Sundays, 2 to 3 p. m
I
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Skillip deo.

Irr

If Yo
Korting Go

,,apanese

Buy Your Bestus Girl

geduced

25e %Wangs for 19e

Hart's Porch Swing

19c

!Ipk

They are well made and fit
the form so well that they
make old comfort ashamed of
herself. They are just too
comfortable and nice to talk
about. Just lovely and so
very cheap.

Price $4.00 up

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

Cordial
Mid-Summer
Greeting

dewyt0g50c and 74

Nai1 Brushes

NOTICE

25e each

R. O. R. K I

'Ark Variety Store

I
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PRINCETON
P01,1

Tasit4)U45111

Removes the Cause Of Kidney Trouble.

eeiesowe Ides Is Swept Away
the lAtest Dlacoveries.

HANGED.

WILL PLAY WITH ENDFX`ENDENTS
' HERE NEXT SUNDAY.

CHARGE lidiOUGHT AGAINST AN
that
discoveries show
Repent
EPISCOPAL CLERGYMAN.
"skin" diseases and "blood" diseases
We are convinced that Lantes Red
nearly ten yea
are not the same. The doctor treatFillets were sold only to die Kidney Pi!lets are compounded front
ing smallpox, scarlet fever and nieasyrotession and were pre. the best formula that scientific pharIt Is C asidered the Strougest Ama- Is found that the skin cleared itself Found That His Wife Died of Poison
bed and used by them in their macy bas ever produced for the relief
after the disease departed. For in
teur Itaiseludl 'Team in This
Instead of Appendicitis as Was
tiler practice with uniform success and cure of kidney and bladder trouthese cases the skiu bore only the
Section.
Alleged.
SYMPTOMS of the disease.
fa thousands of cases where kidney "'hie. No one is ever asked to purchase these PiIlets until after they
Real SKIN diseases, such as eczeor bladder trouble was indicated.
ma, are diseases of the skin itself.
Not lung ago the Aatiseptic Remedy have given them a free and fair trial.
Princeton against Paducah is the Recent development of the perm
London, June .28.—Walter SwinSo confident are the Antiseptic
CID., South Bend, Ind., in slew of the
flict that they were receiving so many Remedy Co. in the virtue of their program for the baseball fans for theory gave the PROOF that real burns. Hancock, formerly an Episcoitteuiries from druggists and sufferers formula that they place a guaranty Sunday, and grateinterest is taken skin diseases are due to the destruc- palian clergyman of a fashionable
Princeton
D the game.
wee the tive effects of a germ which live on church in Chicago, is under police
from kidney trouble regarding this In every box, and if, after a fair trial,
strongest independent amateur team the weaker oarts of the skin. Skin surveillance here, lie is Suspected of
great diuretic remedy, decided to the patient tieci‘jes that the PiBets in this part of the country last year, specialists therefore began a search
having poisoned his wife, who was
change their policy of distribution and have not benefited him, the Antiseptic and is said to be as strong this year. for something that would destroy this the widow of Paul Townsend Jones,
agrees
to
Co.
Remedy
refund
in
full
offer their remedies direct to the pubLast Sunday at Metropolis the Prince germ, and Dr. Decatur D. Dennis of New York, allegations to that efmoney paithfor them.
lic through the druggists. In pursu- all the
ton boys went for fifteen innings found that oil of wintergreen, prop- fect having been made in the Ken,
If you have backache, cold hands
against the Blues defeating them by erly mixed with soothing ingredients, sington coroner's court at the inquiry
Saco of this policy we have been apor feet, if you have dizzy spells or
made a wash that was SteleE in its now being held.
a score of 5 to 3.
pointed their acts: agents lir this com- any of
the many other symptoms of
work results. This wash was called D. D.
'Manager John Holten will
Mrs. Hancock died on March 23
munity, and will be pleased to give kidney trouble, please call at our store
any one suffering from kidney or blad- and we will gladly give you a free Hart or Arnold in the box and Block D. Prescription. So widely known last, the cause of death being certified
der trouble a two days trial treatment two days' trial treatment. We feill will do the receiving. Arnold's arm became this prescription that a cotn- as appendicitis. Afterwards the body
is in good trim and the youngster pans, undertook to compound it, and was exhumed on account of the sussure you will be benefited.
free.
will have a varied assortment of It is now on the market as "D. D. D.iipisions
ii
of her son, who is a barrister.
Gilbert's Drug Store,
Fourth and Broadway.
twisters for the Princeton boys to Prescription."
e testified at the inquest, intimating
puzzle over if he works. The game
D. D. D. is so effective that many strongly that he thought • Hancock
-will be called at 3 o'clock Sunday physicians prescribe it who avoid all poisoned his, wire in order to obtain
' of his death on last SaturdaT eie)
''.
. at the home of his brother, Bud tax- at'ernoon and Gus Prattle will handle proprietary medicines. eeagee give it her property. Other witnesses testito their patients even thaiugh
it fied Mrs. Haneock had drawn a wilt
ment, at Blodgett, Mo. He was the the indicator.
MAYFIELD.
Princeton will work the crack means loss of fees to themselves, for giving everything to her son, but
son of Mr. David Diluent, a former
Peitz will the cure is quick and requires only when she attempted to sign the docGravel; county citizen who conduct- pitcher Stevenson, and
see
ument on her death bed she collapsed
ed a grocery here for many years and probably catch. Peitz did the re- care by file patient alone.
0. M. Yates, who was recently in- had many relatives and friends here. ceiving for the Princeton team Sun- If you wash with the mild D. D. D. The inquest adjourned until July
soap and, then apply D. D. D. Pre- 11, for the purpose of having an anjured in Paducah while on a freight Mr. Vole Ozment was a brother of day in the Metropolis game.
The Padueah team will line up as scription, you
will feel AT ONCE alysis of the contents of the stomach
train caboose, en route to Mayfield. Mrs. Frank Metcalfe and Mrs. Jim
hits flied a suit in circuit eourt here Vest, of this city, and also has meter follows: Arnold or Hart, p.; Block, that wonderful relief from itch. The made. Meanwhile Hancock has been
for $1,900 for damages s::-iained in friends here who wet . regret to ce "Chief" Lloyd, lb.; Hessian, 2b.; druggist who keeps D. D. D. Prescrip- placed under police surveillance.
a collision. Webb and Seay are his learn of his death. He was buried Jones, ss.; Winfrey, 3b.; Plumiee, tion can give you 1:), D. D. Soap.
last Sunday. He was unmarried, and cf.; Chesney, rf.; Ripley, If.
"For eighteen months oue little TRIGG COUNTY MAN WEDS
attorneys.
lived with his brother for several
girl suffered with eczema, and the D.
A GIRL FROM CALLOWAY.
D. D. Prescription cured her soundRobert, the 9-year-old son of Mr. years.-,Meseenger.
Muskoka the Beautiful.
A
and Mrs. Thomas Stevens, died WedAt the residence of Mr. T. A. JefDo you know the place? If not, and well WITHOUT LEAVING
TIFIEftn ARE FEW
nesday morning at 10 o'clock at les
your pleasure has suffered. Take a SCAR," writes Cladie Fesmire, of ferson, four miles west of town, yes
People who know In.w to take care of
home in Reedsvele. The young man thentselves--the majority do not.
little journey Coleridge, N. C. "The disease cov- terday afternoon Me Willie -Coleman
The free trip, a mental
had been El about one weeli with liver Is a most important organ In the through Muskoka by asking for that ered her face, head, arms, breast and and -Miss Nora Harris were married,
body. Iferhine will keep it in condicongestion of the stomach and bow- tion.
handsome Muskoka Folder issued by from her knees to the ends of her Rev. B. L. Yates officiating.
V. C. Simpkins. Alba, Texas,
els. The remains were brought to Writes: "I have used, lIerbine for the Grand Trunk Railway System— toes. I tried many home remedies
Miss Harris is the daughter of Mr
Mayfield Thursday morning on the Chills and Fever and find it the best it contains a large map, lots of 'flews, and two physicians, and they all fail- John Herr's, of Calloway county,
medicine I ever used. I would not be
early train and interred, in Robbins' without it. It Is as good for children and a fund of facts. Take the journey ed and she just got worse.
and has sbeen over here for several
graveyard, about one mile from the as it is for grown-up people, and
some evening after supper with your
"D. D. D. is such a great remedy weeks visiting relatives and friends,
recommend it. It Is fine for La Grippe."
city.--Maefield Monitor.
wife and children. Then slam the for cuts and many other things. Es'- during which time the arrangement
Sold by all druggists.
door on the doctor for 19.07 by tak- er y person ought to have a bottle." for their marriage bad been made,
The relatives of Mr. Vole Ozment
Dishonest thinking does not lead ing your family on a real journey
If you are suffering from ecezma, although they had been sweethearts
received the infornuition this week to holy living.
through the Muskoka district this psoriasis, salt rheum
ringworm for some time before her visit here
summer. Less than a day's journey dandruff or any rash, try a bottle of this time. She is a beautiful and very
from principal American cities. The D. D. D. Prescriptien and you will popular and accomplished young
-isommar
Ideal Family Resort. For ale partic- find INSTANT '9.A.IF)F with the lady. Mr. Coleman is the oldest son
ulars and handsome illustrated pub- FIRST DROPS.
of Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Coleman, who
lication free, apply' to W. Robinson,
R. W. Walker ec CO., druggists, live about three miles west of here.
506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
Fifth and Broadway.
He is a clever, gentlemanly ate.' indu Griot's young farmer
ALLEGE ATTEMPT
The attendants were Miss Nannie
AT EXTORTION.
Gentry and Mr. Will Gray.
After the ceremony the young peoH. C'. Elder, Who Figured in Evitas.
ple went to the hope of the groom's
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
rule Street Car Strike, Under
parents, where they will make their
Arrest.
home during the remaitider of this
FIRST
MATTER
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BE
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demands of the best people.
year. A host of friends extend to
AT THE HAGUE.
Washington. D. C., June 28.—
•
them hearty congratulations.--Cadiz
As a sequel to the recent street car
Record.
1
strike in Evansville, Ind., H. C.
Elder, of this city, and former presiRAILROAD NEWS.
Failed States, Great Britain, Gerdent of the Evansville' Street Car
many and Italy Have Proposals
Union, is in the toils. Two warrants
On This Line.
Dispatcher J. B. Alvey,, of Fulton,
have beenliworn out against him beformerly dispetcher in the Padereah
Talbot
by
L.
Is
J.
fore Justice J. B.
Illinois Central dispatching office,was
Koch, of Koch's detective agency, of
in Paducah last night on business.
this city, charging Felder with atThe Hague, June 25,—All deleSuperintendent A. H. Egan is still
threats.
by
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extort
tempting
to
ammsmiessaw
gates to the peace conference agree moving about on
this end of 'the
Elder was arrested on June 18 and that the first important sitting will
of the illieols
bound over on June 2.0 and tomorrow deal with arbitration which "many of Louisville division
HOW ABOUT THAT
Central. He went up the road this
morning the matter will be brought the powers, chiefly the United States,
morning in hie private car after atto the attention of the grand jury.
desire to strengthen to such a point tending the opening of the Princeton
that
morning
this
learned
was
It
as to make it become an institution depot yesterday.
Alfred T. Levine had been employed which gradually will lead to the abolMr. J. D. A:sman has returned
by Koch's agency to prosecute Elder. ition of war among nations, as conGAS STOVE
Mr. Levine would make no statement fidence in justice to ordinary courts from Dawson, where he has been 10
to the press further than to admit his gradually led to the abolition of days for his health. He is foreman
of the Illinois Central shop
yard
employment.
dueling among citizens.
gang, and' his many friends will be
The warrants against Elder charge
The principal efforts in this direc- glad to learn of his
recovery.
him among other things with threat- tion are concentrated in an effort to
Mr. W. R. Wilson, of Cannelton.
ening to reveal the business methods render The Hague arbitration tribunInd., has returned to Paducah
to
of Koch's agency unless money was al really permanent, giving it such
work in the Illinois Central round
forthcoming. The following para- power, prestige and influence, and
house.
graph anent this case is contained in above all unshakable impartiality, as
Every stall in the Pioaticah Illinois
week:
paper
this
Evansville
an
to command universal confidence, and
'Letters received by union officials also to simplify proceedure and les- Central machine shops is tilled by an
this week from H. C. Elder, former sen expenses, thus making it more engine today. There is abundant work
for machinists and the force is gradpresident, contain a confession from accessible.
%tally being increased. The enormous
Elder, it is alleged, that he was in
Several countries, including the
the employ of "Boss' Koch and the United States. Great Britain, Ger- business the road Is doing in the
!south' calls for every engine possible
strike-breaking detective agency of many and Italy. have propositions on
to get out.
Nashville, and was the man who di- the subject of arbitration ready to be
Fireman Guy Harper Is ill
vulged the operations of the union
presented, all aiming to make arbiFireman Ernest Rehkopf Is "'
tration the ordinary course to be followed by disputants. in fact trying
to generate a feeling that it
be dishonorable to have recourse to
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Dandel io n

WIN MURDER

ARBITRATION

EAST TENNEWERLEPIIONE CO.

'
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Guasanteed under the Pure Food and Drug Act, June 2e, 1905
Numbs '3517.

A healthy kidney is a filter. The blood goee In one end of the ke
full of poisonous and, wsiste material. It comes out from the other end
fectl-y pure. Like all filters the kidneys get out of order. The iroubt
only slight at first, but rapidly becomet•tistigerous if neglected, ken
the kidneys become chokeel with refuse, and the result is a :eakIng f
full of boleis and ulcers, with the4 natural consequence that the whole
tent becomes poisonous and the blood contaminated with urie
Edwards' Compound Dandelion Tablets act directly upon uthr
remove the cause of the trouble. In other words, they repair the lea
filter and make it clean and healthy. Get a box today.
Said by all Druggists, 23c; Schenck Chemical Company, maartakta
14-56 Franklin Street, New York and
(Look for this Signature.)
W. R. SVPHERSON, Druggist,

Otesj

Paducah, Ky.

A Satisfied Subscribe
Ls Our Best Ad.

Is your name in the book? Hay
you wires enough?

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO
ineorporeted4

We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable pticeS a
will guarantee them as reprt•Sented, Call and see there

THE TULLY LIVERY COM P AiN
INCORPORATED
Livery and Boarding Barn.
Fourth Street and Kentucky Anise'

•

The Best Carriag
Service in Paduca

You get handsome, we
appointed carriage
when I serve you. W
give promt personal at
tentlon at all tiroes.1

HARRY

ANDERSON, PH ONE 9

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Olauber's Stable.

We are ready for all Kinds of houlini

'

TELEPHONE 499

GUY
NANCE & SO
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.,

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

If you haven't

one, buy one;
if you have

one, use it.
You'll never
need it any
worse. Look
about you and
see how many
of your neighbors

COOK WITH GAS'

From Missouri
For 17 years the Meier
Shoe has been coming
to Runge's. Nothing
better for dress or work
shoes at $3.00 and $3.50
in all leathers; nice, neat
toes and big wide toes;
all sewed shoes; no brass
band in the bottom when
you walk,

RUNGE'S SHOE STORE
121 Sorth Third Strut

Remarkable Rescue:
That the truth is stranger Than
fiction, has once More been demonstrated in the little town of Fedora,
Tenn., the residence of C. V. Pepper.
He writes: "I was in bed, entirely
disabled with hemorrhages of the
lungs and throat. Doctors failed to
help me. and all hope had fled when
I began taking Dr. King's New Discovery. Then Instant relief came.
The coughing soon ceased; the
bleeding diminished rapidly, and in
three weeks I was able to go to
work." Guarantees' for coughs and
colds 60c. and $1.00, at all druggists. Trial bottle free.
01111 TOBACCO SUIT IS
SETTLED AT PRINCETON
Settlement of the snit of J. G. Orr
against the Imperial Tobaece company at Princeton was effected yesterlay by Jbhn K. Hendrick, representing Orr.. The circuit court in
Princeton gave Orr a verdict of $13.1100 against the Imperial Tobacco
company for a barn which he sold to
the company, bat which burned before the deed had been recorded. The
tobacco company will pay. as a corn promise, $10,000 in cash and will
deed back to Orr the lot and debris
from the fire, valued at $2.000. The
Insurance on the barn and tobacco
also will be given to Orr, making a
settlement practically the same as the
verdict of. $13,000.
The Evening Nun-10c. a week.

RUBBER
GOODS

Our stock of Rubber Goods
is chosen with the utmost
care, from the most reliable
manufacturers, and nothing
finds a place here merely berange it is cheap. In spite of
this, however, we know we
can save you money on anything from an Infant Fountain -Syringe up to a fourquart Combination Fountain
Syringe and Hot Water Bottle. For instance, here is
one of our specials:
Special Two-quart, Fountain
Syringe, guaranteed
for one year, only —

75C

WILL J. GILBERT
'Both Phones 11
Fourth and Broadway

Real Estate Agency;
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICEUS
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835

W.

P'.

Paxton.
President.

R

P

Rudy,
Cashier.

Puryear
Assistant Casbier

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
locorrrrrtad

OW61

IIE•••PE.'ow ••INA•

111100•600

50.000

Surplus
%WCkhOideril

do •• 100,000

Total security to deposit on
82110,008
Accounts of individo ale and firms 111011CiErd, We appreciate
mud! as well as large de potitors and accord to all the sagas
Inert...moo treatment.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATE UDAY

NW HIS

ER4)1111 7 TO

8 OCLOCIL

Third and Broadway

•••

HUNT WILD DOGS Great
AMONG KY. KNOBS
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Telephone War On At Danville.
Philip saw the four whesier turning
DETRO;T 41, CLEVELAND NAV. CO. nine If. 111•MIIINI. pre.. A. A PeAmI., Gm', Mee
Shall we say Tuesday?"
33.
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Vacation Necessities

For a tonic or stimulant there is
nothing superior to the

Early Times

Agent

Jack Beam
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as it is aged by a natural
process. Read the government
stamp—shows nine summers old.
Sold everywhere.
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DAMAGES
all
ASIKEIti BY W. W. MEADOWS
AGAINST RE% FRANK HAWLEY.

Charges That Alter la Years of Do.
mestic Felicity Preacher Stole
Wife Away.

Fulton, !Ky., June 28.— Fulton
was given another sensation when it
was made known that W. W. Meadows had filed suit against the Rev.
Frank Morton Hawley for $100,00.0
for real and punitive damages as the
outgrowth at the Meadows-Hawley
troubles. In his petition Mr. Meadows asserts that the defendant did
wilfully and
with
wicked
intent
alienate the love, confidence and affections of hi* wife, thereby making
him an unhappy
man. Continuing,
Mr. Meadows says that he and his
wife were married 16 years ago and
that until 18 months or two years
ago, when Hawley came here, their
married life was happy and his wife
devoted to him and their 15-year-old
daughter.

For Satorday, iii 29

.CONTINI'ES TO MYST
ItONS OF WIN CASIN()

7 Ms Sugar.
40c
24 lb sack Palmer
ouse
Flour
...70c
24 lb sack Omega F ur..82c
2 bars Sapolio
....15c
bars Bon Anti
...15c
7 bars Star Soap ..
..25c
2 lb No. 1 Head Ric
..25c
3 cans Corn ..........20e
3 cans Peas
.25c
3 cans Baked Beank, ...25c
2 bottles Heinz Ketakup.25c
2 cans 20c Sainiou
35c
3 Ms Soda .crackers....10c
2 Ice caeam Powder....25c
3 Pkgs. Jello
25c
3 MS Prunes at 10c....25c
2 lbs Evaporated Apples, 22c
2 Ms Evaporated Peaches.30c
3 /Ds Kidney Beans.,, .25c
3 lbs Butter Beans ....25c
3 His 20e Coffee
50c
3 !Ds 25c Coffee
65c
3 Ms Palmer House Special
90c
20c off on each pound of tea
from
60c to $1.

:Clever Little Norwegian Will En
tent Women and Children at
Matinee Tomorrow.

The myste7 of her Source of power continues CO be the absorbing topic.
of conversation concerning Miss Rolf'
son, who Is eattegsining crowds at.
the Wallace part -Clain() this week.
No one, not even she, so she says,
knows how she ift able to move ponderous. things by the touch of her
hand without exerting pressure sue)
cient to break lei eggshell; nor how
she is enabled to resist the combined
efforts of a dozen strong men to lift
her. A bargain matinee for women
and children will be given at the
Catania tomorrow.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer—G. W. Webb, Cincinnati:
J. J. Baruch, New York; G. W. Jackson, St. Louis; S. L. Shatz, Kenton.
EIGHT KILLED BY EXPLOSION.
Tenn.; E. J. Kohn, Chicago: J. L.
Moss, 'Mayfield; Charles Patton, AtTwo Anwricans and Six Italian Lalanta; T. R. Todd, Louisville; 13. W.
borers Blown To Pieces.
Bristow, Dallas, Tex.; L. Mosely,
Memphis; J. E. Johnson, New York;
206 Broad'wily
Houston, Va., June 28.—By an
R. H. Pinckney, Detroit.
explosion of a box of dynamite near
Belved0re—W. T. Roberson, Mem1:41i Plisse 1179
New hone 1176
Tole, Charlotte county, yesterday afphis; T. !Antra:her, Evansville; W,
ternoon, eight persona . were killed 11=111111INIMW
Jacobs, St. Louis; 4 41
outright and six others seriously inmanic), N. Y.; J. A. Anderson, St.
jured. The two Americans killed were
Louis,
Frisco Unionists Indicted.
Edward Clarke of Charlotte county,
New
Richmond--John
Warden,
San Francisco, Cal., June 28.—The Chicag
fireman, and Cornelius Sullivan of
o; C. C. Turner, Greenville,
grand
jury
this
aftern
Lamont, Ill., foreman for the Mcoon returned Miss.; William Escott, Cincinnati; D.
Dermott Construction company of to Judge Lawler's court four indict- B. Sexton, Grand Rivers; T. S. Watments
against nine persons, charging kins, Bristol, Va.; J.
Chicago, which has the contract for
C. Webb, St.
the construction of a part of the them with acts of violence against the 'Louis; B. F. Boone, Pine Bluff, Ark.;
Tidewater railway. The six others United Railroads in the present street R. E. Foster. Vicksburg, Miss.; J. S.
killed are all Italians, who are car strike. Three are accused of as Clark, Pinck.neyville, Ill.; B. V. Eidknown
by
numbers rather than sault with a deadly weapon—throw- son, Pine Bluff, Ark.
ing bricks through car windows, and
names.
The cause of the explosion is un- the last six are charged with conHod Carriers Hear *renew.
known as the victims were the only spiracy to riot. Most of the indicted
The Hod Carriers' union will hear
person
persons in the vicinity. Glorge Mas are members of labor unions. their annual sermo
n at the First
son, an engineer, was fatally injured.
Ward Baptist church on Harrison
The condition of Patrolman Sam street Sunday afternoon
at 3 o'clock.
Howell today is reported about the They will march
Mr. Little Vic.tim of Thieves.
there headed by the
same. His physicians say he is doing Paducah Colore
d Brass band. The
For the third
time
within the as well as could
be expected.
Rev. Lover will preach the sermon.
week the residence of Mr. H. A. Little, at 115 North Ninth street, has
been visited by thieves. 'First underwear and quilts were stolen from the
clothes line in the back yard. Next
milk, butter and vegetables were stolen from his ice chest .on the back
porch, and last night wood was taken from the wood-house.

GREAT PACIFIC TEA AND
COFFEE CO,
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TWO PIECE SUITS
For Vacation Ti me
everybody is beginning now to think
M OST
about their vacation- -where they will

go, and last, but not least---what new clothes
they will have to buy. Every man wants to
appear at his best when away from home and
we certainly put you in shape to do that. You
have seen what the other stores have to offer
but you haven't seen the impressive assortment of new two-piece suits which we are displaying today fresh from the shops of America's foremost tailors. Jaunty single and double
breasted styles in all the new tones of gray
and brown, as well as the ever-popular blue
serge; but wait till you see the Persian Plaid.
It's the snappiest thing shown in Paclucah in
many a day. Now about the cut of these
modish garments, gracefully draped coats
with sleeve cuffs, watch pockets and all the
other new wrinkles which stamp a man as upto-date, some half and some only quarterlined, to make them light and cool. The
trousers have cuff buttons and belt straps, of
CII rse, and you can choose betw
een the peg
top nd the more conservative semi-peg. In
a wo , these suits are all that you could desire in any way. And the price, too, (we
nearly forgot that in our enthusiasm for the
quality of the goods.) We certainly live up
to our motto in these suits: "We save you
money on every purchase," for we only ask

$7.50 to 4)18.00
while other stores ask from $10.00 to $22.50.
C pare ours with the best thing you know
the money and see if this statement is
correct in every detail. We have them in
the windows.

U. G. Gullett
I liscorpnraiteil.)

Co.

312 Broadway.
The Clothing Store That Carries the Union Stor
e Card
P %DUCAH HIM 1100-DOG.

bed up In the limelight this morni
ng
In police court oti the charge of
obFred Crosslend Says He WIII Lea VE tainin
g money by false preterawa. It
Town Forever.
Ii charged that he stole a
beadstead
and some lead from A. S. Terrel
l's
Fred Crosaland, colored, believes residence
and sold the lead. His
that Paducah is his "hoo-don." and case was
continued.
when he nets out of his preeent trou------- —
ble. If he can he declares he will
Chicken Has Four Legra.
leave town
at
once.
Crossland .Mr.
W Somers, 922 South Fourth
"apnea& whltewaeh
He was the street, hiss
a freak chteken, hatched
prosecuting witnesa against a follow
with a brood of chickens Monda
y
charged with wholetiale theft, of
lothes and eumerons arti^les from The chicken has four well developed
legs, two of them protruding from
sidences, and was recognized
in under the two wings.
It was one of
art by Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers,
a brood of eleven chickens, but
died
served 8 summon, on him, the
soon after being hatched,
*8 Crossland had received of
.•
cult for divoree Instituted
It takes a ettong man to stop
dol.
eOnaty.
next bob- Irbg weak Wags.
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A TIMELY SUGGESTION I

Three After Scholarships.
Today County School Superintendent S. J. Billington is holding examinations of applicants for free scholarship in the State college at !Lexington. There are four young men,
three graduates pf the High school,
taking the former examination.

ENGLERT AND BRYANT

SPECIALS....
Harnmond'c Calumet

per
.15c
Pic-nic Hams per lb
lie
3 Pkgs. Jello for
25c
Bromangeleon per Pkg.
10c
3 10c cans Con:ensed Milk for 25c
3 10c cans Cream for
25c
6 Sc cans Cream for
25c
3 10c bottles Catsup for
25c
French Sardines per can ....12 1-2c
2 Pkgs. Macaroni for
15c
2 cans Corn for
15c
3 cans Potted Ham for
10c
It cans Veal Loaf for
25r
6 boxes Celluloid Starch for
25c
1 lb Good Mixed Tea for
35c
Zwieback per Pkg.
10c'
Fancy large Lemons per Doz
20c'
3 bottles Sour Pickles for
25c
Armour's High Grade 10c Baked
Beans 3 for
25c
15c size 2 for
2c
Famous White Dove Flour per
sack
70c
Lone Star Flnur
.
per sack
65c
We are sole agents for 3. A. Foiger & Co. famous line of Golden Gate
Coffee, Tea, Extract and Spices.
ENGLERT & BRYANT.
HdEll,

Great Southern Tea
and Coffee Co.
113 S. Second St.
Phone3 805
Satnrday GiouPry
Bargains.
The Big Store Paducah economy center. Our store has
been newly renovated and we
are ready to serve you better
than ever.
Sugar. 8 tbs.
45
'Pat. Flour, sack
70
Second grade. sack
GO
fee Cream Salt 10 lbs
10
Foamaline for making Ica
Cream, pkg.
36
Cake leetng
1!0
New Potatoes, peck
25
Old Potatoes.
. 25
Crackers, 2 Ms
15
Ginger Snaps 2 Tbs.
15
Meal, peck
15
Fine Country Bacon ..
121,4'
Cream Cheese th
20
Brick Cheese
• 2'3
Pickles. gallon ......
School Pickles, dozen
15
Petted Ham 'tan
Pork and Beans, can
6

When the time comes for you to throw your belongings into
a trunk to get ready for a departure you then realize what a
predicament you are in when you haven't a supply of clothes.
The season will be far advanced in just a short time; stocks will
be non eat; then you will rely upon picking up something in
some straufe city.
You may not know how hard that it is to do until you experience it and the lateness of the season will make it absolutely
impossible for you to find what you want in the way of a dress,
or traveling coat, or suit. So it will be very much better for
you tO come iq while Levy's are making a special run on suits,
skirts, jackatsi and shirtwaists, and when the time comes for
your disappearing you will .not have to worry over something
that amounts to nothing now but a great deal then. There are
lots of pretty things in suits now on sale Lad the prices are very,
very low, the styles are the very best and, for that reason, we
suggest that you come at once.

Exclusive

Exclusive

Ladies'

Ladies'

Ready-to.

Rfady•to-

Wear

317 Broadway

Wear

HIS week we h
a special sale o
and ladies' hose ever
and to-if-loll-ow nigh
shall offer the same
values as our usual S
day night special.
These sales grow in
nitude each week, as t
should, as we are off
you the greatest value
be had in Paducah.
these prices:
Ladies' fast black lisle finish gauze hose, a '
that should sell at 35e, but which we have 1
selling for 25e. This is your last
chance to get this hose for

1

Men's good quality fast black seamless sox—
that stand the wear of every day tear—,
1
regular 10c value, for
/
Children's hose, sizes 5'6 to 9'11—the kind
you can see being made in our window—
what goes into them; double heel, toe and k
and regular 10c value,
for

'7
ni

Ladies' fast black elastic seamless hose,
our regular 10e value, for
/

Ladies' extra quality fast black hose, 1 0
regular 15c value ......
I

Clark's Specials
Saturday
8 bars Star Soap for ... 2.5
8 bars Swift's Pride Soap 25
3 pkgs, 241 Mule team •
Borax
26
7 pkgs. Celluloid Starch
25
1,4 bu. Old
Eating Potatoes 35
Fancy Mixed Cakes, per lb 15
3 lbs. Kitts, Newton's
25
3 pkgs Chocolate Fingers 25
Sour Pickles, per dos
1(1
boxes Enamallne Stove
Polish
10
2 Cans Linuid Enarnalire 15
2 cans Radium Iron Enamaline
25
2 bottles Jett Gil 44hoe
Blacking
15
2 bottles Royal Shoe Polish 15
.1 pkgs Nabisco Wafers
25
3 pkgs Yantis Wafers
25
It pkgs. Saratoga Flake
25
2 bottles .Heinz Catsup
25
Lea & Perrin's Sauce, the
bottle
25

Burnett's Extract, any flavor
25
3 10c Potted qr Deviled
Ham
10
Fresh Okra, per quart
15
Corn Relish, per jar
25
2 glasses Concord Grape
Juice
25
3 cans ‘'Irginia Corn .... 26
2 cans Table Peaches ... 25
New Irish Potatoes, per
peck
25
4 10c cans Corn Beef hash 2.5
3 3Ib cans Whiteheeth
Peaches
30
2 %lb cans El Rio Asparagus
40
3 glasses talked Bacon $1.(10
;el. Old-Time 'Molasses
641
4 141c cans Potted Chicken 26
Fancy Lemons, per doz.
4 bottles Extract, any
Savor
25

The public is cordially invited to attend the
demonstration of the H. J. Heinz Co. and National
Biscuit
Cc.., Saturday, June 29th.

gemember `Cur *eat

Unknown 6pecial
last week It was White Satla
These stocking and hose Kali
are merely samples of some of
alues you get at this store. TI
are money savers and you do yo
self and your purse an iniustic
you don't take advantage of the

